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University Planner received materials from La Villa after demolition
Gleason pays for materials after reprimand; however maintains claim that they were worthless

By William C. Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief
In light of recent allegations

made by Ti~ Thoroughman, former
SSU Construction Manager, concerning University Planner Dr.
David Gleason The Chronicle undertook an investigation concerning the matter. The University
Chronicle requested information
from the University to betterunderstand the claims against Gleason.
Thoroughman alleged that the
University issued a reprimand to
Gleason concerning his handling of
the demolition of la Villa. la Villa
was a building that held the foreign

language classes offered at SSU.
The demolition ofla Villa was compleled in October 1989. The building was where a portion of the University center now rests.
Thoroughman alleges that the
materials were taken from the site
of la Villa to the house of Gleason
and this was an inappropriate action. He also claims that the deal
between the contractor and Gleason
was not proper as well. For more
details see the Tuesday, October 11
edition ofThe University Chronicle
for the article "Thoroughman continues to allege improprieties of

University Planner."
Thoroughman asked that the
State Inspector General investigate
into this matter along with other areas concerning the demolition. He
stated to the Inspector General, "It is
because of my sincere interest in the
long term welfare of Shawnee State
University that I urge you to investigate the possible intentional circumvention of bidding requirements,
the receipt of material goods by the
state official responsible for giving
out the contract, and the mysterious,
possibly illegal, expenditure ofpublie funds." .

Ohio looks at new method of funding
State universities and colleges

Creamer states that proposal will not affect SSU's cun-ent activities

By William C. Holmes
UC Edjtor-in-Chjef

The Ohio Board of Regents
has put tog_ether a new model in
which to judge how State monies are allotted to State universities. The new model will include funding based on
University performance accord-

ing to their mission and improvement in those areas.
The proposal has thus far
been recommended to the Governor of the State of Ohio by the
OBR. In January the Governor
will turn it over to the State

Gleason in written statements
has stated that he did have materials
and door frames delivered to his
house, but he states that those materials in question were of very little
real value. Also Gleason has stated
that he recovered at least some of
the materials for other individuals.
Dr.David Creamer, Vice-President of Business Affairs issued a
written reprimand to Gleason concerning the transportation of materials that were formerly part of la
Villa. The written reprimand came
after a meeting concerning the matContinued on page 8

Dr. David Gleason
UtJiversity Planner

Economks ..lecturer from George Mason
University visits SSU Photo by Tiffany Vincent

0

Legislature when he makes a reeommendation on the measure.
The biennial ~perating budget
will be passed in the spring and
will affect fiscal years 96 and
97. The final proposal may be

.,

Continued on page 3

8 U~ineSS Affairs undergoes a series of audits

Audits will monitor costs of new proKrams and future plans
By Jim Thompson

uc Copy Editor

As announced at convocation,
the Finance department is hosting a
special series of audit meetings
called a ''financial self-study". These
meetings will produce findings that
will officiallyendorse--orlimit--the
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nary outlook is quite good; The state
team is positive, in their first report
findings. In the following interview,
Dr. David Creamer, Vice-President
ofBusinessAffairs andanswerques-

Robert D. Tollison presents the lecture 11 An Economist's
View of the 'Real World' on Thursday, October 20:
Tollison was part of the Jane M.G. Foster Distinguished
Lecture Series. See story page 10.

Continued on page 20
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growth plans and programs of Shawnee State. It a new financial review,
required by law, to monitor the value
and cost of our future plans and new
programs. .
As detailed below, the prelim_i-

EnKlish 112s student uses paper
to find brother and 'sister

By Tiffany Vincent
uc Eotsmainment Editor
In 1991 TammyReiserenroJiedinBarbaraKunkle's
English 112 class. Having been an adoptee, she chose
towriteherpaperonanadoptee'srights. Littledidshe
know that one year after writing that paper she would
use its information to discover a brother and sister she
had not seen for twenty-nine years.
;.While sounding like a preview for the next Oprah,
these events unfolded in the halls of Shawnee State.
The paper titled "Where Do. I Corne From: Should an
Adoptee .J(now" deals with the adoptee 's right to know.
Reiser took s.ome time making the decision to begin
her search. "lwas pregnant1 again, with myJhir(I child.
And, l had adc;l · d som~ o( the issues [of an adop~e
¥.C 9 c911ed 'on. page ·2
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Oprah continued from page I
search] ... what I found through
research was that [most] adoptee
[ s] becoming a mother and
getting in touch with those feelings for the first time initiated
most searches. For me it was a
medical issue ... ! was experienc-

ingahighriskpregnancyforthe
third time" she said.
After beginning her search,
Reiser began t_o hit roadblocks.
Finding that much of the information she could receive involvecl the removal of the bio-

Phofo bJ: Tiffa,. · Vin t!nl

logical parent's name, she became a self-sty led detective deciphering names from underneath the cover of white-out
and searching newspaper
morgues. She stated, "It was
frustrating for me, I was 28
years old and 8 months pregnant at the time."
Kunkle's course, required
the completion of a persuasive
essay. Reiser chose the topic
of adoption, and feels that it
contributed greatly to her search.
Reiser stated, "I felt I was kind
of lucky [with the search], but
once I actually started, honestly, I couldn't have done it

a brother and sister, Reiser
stated, "Actually,Ihaven'tfound
my parents, so some would view
the search as incomplete but to
me I obtained all the answers to
the questions I had".
Reiser recommends Reunite,
a Columbus based organization,
for adoptees looking for a place
to begin their search.
English 112s is offered every
quarter and is a required CORE
course. Kunkle teaches this
course along with courses in literature, her office is located in
room 12 on the second floor of
the Arts and Humanities Building.

without doing the groundwork
first. For someone starting out,
you have to do this research."
The research paper helped
her remove many misconceptions that adoptees have about
their biological parents. Reiser
stated that many adoptees hold
fanta~ies about their parents
that end up in disappointment
when reunited. In her search,
she did not set out to have a
relationship with her birth
mother. She said, "I had certain questions that needed to
be answered, 'where do I'~ome
from, whose~yesdolhave ... "'7
While her search uncovered
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SSU Softball Team
Presents

The First Annual
Halloween Jamboree
Showcasing Southern Ohio Talent

TERESA STIDHAM
CINDY SMITH
TAMMY PERTUSET
&
SOUTHER STAMPEDE
HANK WARING
&
GUN SHY
Saturday October 29th
In the James A. Rodes
Athletic Center
8:00pm till We're Tired

Tickets only $8.00 available from any
SSU Softball Player and
Larry Moore's Sporting Goods
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Board of Regents continued from page I

mi&bt performaoce f1Uld1nl work!

Each college and university campus will have clearly identified goals and specific
performance measures for assessing the achievement of its goals. Agreed-upon
campus will provide the first step in (h;,;
Functiona' Mission Stalements for
process for univenity campuses. Two-year colleges have already begun work in
this area through the development of performance measures for service
expectations. The Functional Mission Stalements for the two-year campuses will
serve to enhance and build upon the work previously accomplished in this area.
The next step in the process is the linka&e of performance to subsidy funding.
Suppose that the performance funding pool was set at 2.Stiof the instructional
subsidy appropriation, and that each campus was eligible to receive additional
performance-related funding equal to as much as S ti of its insttuctional subsidy.

Using a university campus as an example, suppose that one campus' performance
goals were three, of equal significance: a campus goal of improved academir
performance and recenlion of students in the freshman year; a rqional goal of
increasing the number of transfer students from sunounding two-year campuses
by 101'; and a stale goal of increasin& the number of students who make procress
to bachelor's degree completion.
At the end of two years, performance indicators show substantial propess in
achievin& the lint and third soats, but no improvemait concemin& transfen.
Further review su11ests that the cause was an ineffectively implemented transfer
student outrrach and recruitment program on the pan of the university.
As a result, this campus might be permitted to earn 671' of the total pool of
performance funds available to it as a recognition and oneoing support for
successful achievement of campus and stacewide goals. Full performance funding
would IIOI be possible since the university did not achieve each of its staled goals.
In any case, a decision as to whether a campus had achieved its goals would be
based upon specific, agreed upon performance measures.
The role <,f the Board of Regents mi&ht include facilitating progress on this goal
by invitine staff from this university to work with staff from a neighboring
university that has a successful transfer program in place. Additionally, the Board
could convene all likely "feeder" institutions to plan improvement in this area,
thereby achieving an important state eoa): increased numbers of collqe-educated
Ohioans.
.
'

f
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modifiedinnatureandlanguage
before it is ratified.
According to a report from
the OBR issued September 23,
"Greateraccountability for each
campus' achievement of its indi vidual mission by linking a
significant part of new State
support explicitly to improved
campus performance." This
component of the th.rec part
(proposal with ensure that institutions are meeting the need
of the State as well as the region they serve. The model will
consist of funding based on
enrollment, achievement according to its mission statement, and innovation.
The base for the model will
include the traditional area of
enrollment. The funding is
based on FTEs or Full Time
Equivalents. Funding is based
on the subject areas and the
course level the student is regis,t ered in.
The report states, " ... the basic element is a formula distribution to provide on-going
stable institutional support,
based largely on enrollments,
similar to the traditional in-

The Total ~OU

Weight Loss & Fitness Center

Tl-.e To•.al

.,,.OU uffer _1,01, a11 ruu.:lu i1•e toriin.g an'd fitT1es
pla,i Je ·igr1ed to Jit yoi,r personal need We a/,..,, ha1•1:! a ver,.•
easy ta folio and llnique weigl,t lo program tllat not only
11.clp.-.· you lo e , eighl, but l4elp yo-1• keep it dffl

structional subsidy. The bulk
of State funding for higher
education would continue to
flow through the formula, because of the cost of providing
higher education services on a
campus will continue to be determined principally by the
number of students enrolled
and the types of programs and
degrees offered on campus."
Also, the state will include
incentives for change in areas
of innovation, technoiogy, and
other high priority activities
as the third part of the model.
This is kind of funding is most
likely short term.
In "The High Performance
Campus" the OBR states," .. .it
will take continues innovation,
creativity, and testing of new
ideas throughout higher education to find answers to the
challenges of the 21st century.
It will !>e a long process of
transformation and it needs to
begin now. Funding this transformation would be the third
interrelated element ofOh1o's
new approach to institutional
support. This new funding element would be used to stimulate changes in quality and productivity through innovation
and technology. Competitively
awarded by the Board of Regents,. these funds would be
available to move Ohio's colleges and universities toward
the types of institutions they
must become to thrive in the
future."
"For example, the State
should invest in technologies
designed to change the way in

which faculty teach and stu-

impact on the University, at
least initially, if the proposal
passes the State House. However, he stated that new services and programs may be
more difficult to start. Although, he also points out it
may also open doors for the
University in other areas.
Creamer stated, "Because
the proposed changes are over
and above the base subsidy, I
do not anticipate any cut resuiting form this changes if it
is legislated. What would occur is that the University may
lose out on new funds that
could enable it to provide new
programs and/ or services to
its students and the region ."
Creamer for the most part
is quite pleased with the proposal. Creamer stated, "I personally think that 'it is an excellent proposal; one of the
best that I have seen during my .
11 years in the system. It is in
line with the public's new emphasis on accountability and
will serve to encourage institutions in the state to stay
closer to their functional missions. It also has the potential
of enabling SS U to undertake
projects that otherwise would
be i'm possible or very risky
given our limited financial resources.
Creamer added, "I think the
large budget cuts of the 1990s
really were the driving factor
in cutting and streamlining institutional costs of the State. It
would have been nice if we
could have transitioned more
gradually to today's budget re-

alities, but we got the forced

dents learn as a way both of feeding version instead.
increasing quality and produc"These changes are inTrained Toning Technicians to help you - Inch by Inch
tivity. The State should invest tended to help institutions
in ideas that enhance institu- make the transition to the next
Low-impact Aerobics with Renea Blair - Certified In truc«o
tional quality on college and century when the outcome of
university campuses."
assessment will be taken for
Wolff Tanning Bed - To complete the total new you!
First stage under the new granted and technology will
· model would include each uni- dramatically change how inPrivate changing and dressing facllltles
versity or college establishing stitutions transfer knowledge
a
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fails to meet its level intended in demonstrating their effectivein those areas its has set forth. ness and value. The new high
Then the institution will re- performance funding model is
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Scioto Free Tree Program starts fund drive

A program that gave away
66,000 trees to school children and
Scioto County residents last spring
is beginning its fund drive for next
spring's giveaway, The Scioto Free
Tree Program (SFfP), an all volunteer not for-profit local branch of
Ohio's Tree Source, will use the
donated money to pu~chas~ two-year
old tree seedlings from state nurseries. Currently in its third year, this _
program was co-founded and is codirected by Stylianos Hadjiyannis,
an Associate Professor at Shawnee

State University.and Orin Campbell,
the planner/monitor of Scioto
County's Community Action Organization. •
So far the program has given
away 92,000 trees. "This is an impressive record," Campbell said, "a
testimony to the praiseworthy generosity of our many donors and the
hard work put in by hundreds of
volunteers who helped us distribute
and even plant these trees." This
"record" was acknowledged by the
Tree Source and Ohio's Division of

Natural Resources (ODNR)· at an
awards and recognition ceremony
held last July in Columbus. The SFfP
was among the four counties that
were named "Outstanding Tree
Source Volunteer Projects" out of
86 participant counties. The
program's organizers hope to be
able to continue with equal success
in the future and hand out as many as
half a million trees by the year 200 I.
Persons wishing to join the program and help in various capacities
can call 354-4601 or 776-3426. Per-

sons wishing to donate money can
send checks made out to the Scioto
Free Tree Program, P.O. Box 1525,
Portsmouth, Ohio, 45662. All donations are tax free. A $ 100 donation
will help buy about 500 hardwoods or
1,000 softwoods. "No amount of donation is too small," Hadjiyannis said.
'The names of all donors will be listed
with the directions for planting a tree.
We do this in order to express our
appreciation to our donors and to let
those who receive the free trees know
who to really thank for them."

·Crowell passed away last Thursday.
To refresh your memory and to
inform those who did not k_now Gil;
he assisted Shawnee State Community College in making the transaction from a community college to a
university. He was a f!Onsultant
that was hired to assist with the

University that was completed
on June I, 1985. Gil worked with
SSCC in establishing the framework of that study as well as in
reviewfog the results and conclusions. He also assisted in putting the initial numbers together
that SSU requested the legisla- .

ture to fund in the 1986 Capital
Bill ($ I 9,600,000) and the state
funded subsidy SSU received and
is currently receiving today.
Gil, was the former Dean of
Education at the Ohio University. In his later years, he taught
graduate courses on our campus,
OU Ironton campus, and the main

campus. He will be remembered
as a ~reat leader, Jnnovator, and
doer of great tasks. One such
venture was the development of
a campus in the Viet Nam area.
He was a true pione·er in education and a great friend to all
who knew him.
David Gleason

The Miss Shawnee State University Pageant will be held on campus in the activities center on Saturday Nov. 5, at 8:00. It is preliminary
to the Miss America Scholarship
pageant.
We need contestants between the
ages of 17~24. The winner will re-

ceive $1000.00 scholarship. If you
are interested in entering please contact Lois Rase at 355-2543 or after
9:00 pm phone 574-8131. You can
be from any state or country, you
need on) y to be a (ull-time student at

have a representative from our uni versity present at the Miss Ohio in June.
Maybe even a representative at the
Miss America next September. What
great exposure for the university.
We also need singers and dancers
for the production numbers. Any stu-

dent or faculty and staff with the talc, ,1
for this, let me know.
This event is being co-sponsored
by the student programming board
and the SSU cheerleaders: SSU I.D.
holders may be admitted free of charge.
Lois Rase

Sad
news for SSU
I just received news that Dr. Gil Feasibility Study to Create the

Miss SSU Pageant

ssu.

We are very excited that we will

'1b~ Art Mill

CELLULAR ONE· is offering ,g
group discount to S$U employees:

Transportable Cellular Phone
Original Price:$159.00
Group Cost-$89.00·
Activation Fee-$40.00
, Group Rate- 0.00
For more information calf';thris Clark at
353-8583 or stop by their office at 1403flth Street

SSU based local artist for

creative image and desig__i1;_.
<Duncan C9haboudy, ~eorge Kraemer
and other local artists.

The .Art mill is offering a color slide package
for artist who wish to catalog their art work on
mounted full color slides.

Call for prices 354-4297 or 353-5605 leave name
and number
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-A wards luncheon to honer SSU President
(News Release) The Division
for the Student Affairs invites
th.e campus community to honor
Dr. Veri as he accepts the award
of being the "Administrator of
the Year" for the Ohio School
Counselor's'sAssociation.
The Awards Luncheon will

be held on Thursday, November
3, 1994 at the Hyatt Regency,
Columbus, Ohio. Registration
forms can be picked up in The.
Connection, Stars office, or by
calling 355-2592 or 353-6400,
before October 21st. Registration Fee for the Awards Lun-

cheon is $13.00.
The Ohio School Counselor
Association has just announced
that Dr. Clive Veri is the recipient of the 1994 Administrator of
the Year Award. This award will
be on November,3, 1994. Dr.
Veri was nominated by Ohio

Beginning late this week and continuing through the middle of November, UIS will begin making major changes to ALL-IN- I Email and
Word Processing access and to In- ·
temet access. User access will be
affected in a series of phases beginning with the shutdown of ALL
SUBSCRIBERS access for university users, the implementation of an
Email and Word Processing applications from the VAX cluster systems to the VAX system called
Speedy.
Phase I --- SHUTDOWN OF
ALL SUBSCRIBERS ACCESS
ALL SUBSCRIBERS access
will be discontinued re BOT Policy
5.20. This will become effective at 5
pm on Friday, Oct 21. Only limited
use of the ALL SUBSCRIBERS
function will be permitted to those
users designated by their appropriate Vice President and/or the President. As stated by BOT Policy 5.20,
only critical information should be
sent via the new Electronic Bulletin
Board (EBB). Messages to run on
the EBB would include but not be
limited to campus events, lo~t and ·
found, and other such information
that has often been communicated
by the ALL SUBSCRIBERS function.
PHASE 2 --- ELECTRONIC
BULLETIN BOARD ACCESS
(EBB)
The new EBB will be implemented beginning at 8 am on Monday, Oct. 24. UIS will be sending
detailed information within the next
several days telling users how to use
this new system. The EBB has been
tested by the Computer Advisory
Committee members and deemed
ready to be implemented. While the
EBB utilizes the ALL-IN- I system,
users will not automatically receive
the bulletins and messages in their
I:.mail accounts. It will be up to each
individual user to scan the EBB for
notices of interest. A user's individual Email account will only receive messages addressed specifically to the u~er or the critical
messages sent by thedesignee's who
are assigned the ALL SUBSCRIBERS function by \he VPs and/or the
President.
PHASE 3 --ALL-IN- I EMAIL
AND WORD PROCESSING
MOVE TO SPEEDY

The VAX cluster and the VAX
Speedy systems will be shutdown
from November 11 through November 13tomovetheALL-IN-1 Email
and Word Processing Applications
from the VAX cluster systems to the
VAX known as Speedy. Once this
move has been completed only users
that have authorized access to the
university databases will be granted
access to the VAX cluster systems.
All users with Email accounts will
have access to Speedy since that is
where the Email, Word Processing,
and Internet access systems will re-.
side. UIS will be sending instructions during the week of November
7 detailing the new log in procedures for Speedy and the VAX c!uster.
Finally, it is absolutely essential
that users immediately begin to clean·
out their ALL-IN- I Email and Word
Processing accounts. Under no circumstances should nonessential ALLIN- I documents be migrated during
the move from the cluster to Speedy

beginning November 11. Please cooperate with UIS and clean out your
accounts now. Disk quotas and document quotas will be in effect for ALLIN-I and Internet documents once the
move has been made to Speedy. If you
fail to clean up your account, you may
find that you have exceeded these
quotas then you will unable to access
your account. Please call one of the
following people if you need help in
cleaning up your account or if you
want documents archived off-line t~
tape or to your desktop systems.
Steve Mowery - 305, Bruce Ottens 468, Eric Rowe - 346.
UIS greatly appreciates your
cooperation in the above matters.
When all this work has been com.pleted we believe that users will
have a streamlined and much more
effective electronic communications
environment. If you encounter any
problems from Oct. 20 through Nov.
7, please contact Bruce Ottens. Otherwise contact UIS director Maggie
McClintock. MMCCINTOCK

Start up of Electronic Bulle~in Board

SSU PARALEGAL
ASSOCIATION MEETING

School Counselor Association
executive board member, Brenda
Miller, counselor, JOBS Student
Retention Program. This is a very
prestigious award given to an
administrator who has shown
leadership in support for counseling programs to assist students. Dr. Veri's leadership in
implementing new programs on
SSU's campus, ba.sed on proven
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Wednesday, October 26
Assessment Test
·
Location: ATC Building, Room 132Time: 2:45 p.m.
Scioto County College Night
Location: Activtiies Center
Time: 7-9 p.m.

Thursday, October 27
Halloween Dance
Location: American Legion Hall

T!me: 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Derek Bickerton Lecture

Location: Flohr Lecture Hall
Time: 7:00 p.m~

Sunday, October 30 Daylight Savings Time Ends
Set Clocks Back One Hour
Monday, October 31
University Open

DATE:
TIME:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25th
5:00P.M.-6:00P.M.

Location: Activities Center
Time: 8 - 10:15 p.m.
Public Admission: $35 -For Season
Student Admission: Free

7/te Umversr'ty 6/rronicle is available at
these fine local businesses

ROOM: BUSINESS BUILDING ROOM 140
BUSINESS

bf THE DAY

GET READY FOR BAKE SALE:
November 1st at K-mart
MORE INFO ON FUNDRAISERS
PLAN FOR WINTER BANQUET
GET READY FOR ELECTION OF
SECRETARY
FOR MORE INFO CALL 353-3905

Halloween

Advance Registration/Winter Quarter
Hungarian Virtuoso Orchestra

LOOKING FOR NEW MEMBERS!

REQUIREMENTS: MUST BE IN T~E LEGAL
ASSISTING PROGRAM

counseling models, has propelled
him to the forefront of a movement to retain students in their
academic programs in the State
of Ohio. The Ohio School Counselor AssociatiOJl recognizes Dr.
Veri' s accomplishments and
leadership in providing a campus environment that is student
centered. Congratulations, Dr.
Veri!

Oa~;is

fTe/lLoll/ &

11th Street and Kendalr
Portsmouth

Old Scioto Trail
Rosemount ,

Sac s - - -

Briar Patch

1

203411th Street
Portsmouth

Rt. 348 and 104
Lucasville
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The Univers
Dick and Jane at SSU

Who's Who
atSSV

JANE:
y e.ah, same

here. Only I'm
more into the
science thing,
nursing or premed is what I
hope to study
if I'm not to
booked up
with social engagements.
UC:DoyoulikeordislikeSSU'?
JANE: We pretty much have to
saywe like it since this is going to be
published, but speaking truthfully I
can honestly say I like it more than I
thought I would.
DICK: Yeah, me too. Except
for Math class.
UC: How old are you?
DICK: 21. Old enough to vote,
drink and PARTY)!!
JANE: I, too, am apart of 'Generation X' at age 25.
UC: Okay, onto more pef'S?nal
stuff. Tell me Dick, are you married? ·
DICK: Nope, and I don't plan
on it either.
(Tiffany lets out a sigh, Dick
was kinda cute!)
UC: How about you Jane?
JANE: I'm single too, but looking.
UC: What was our favorite

by Tiffany Kneisly

Okay people, it is now week six
of Fall Quarter 1994. It is October,
Autumn is here, leaves are falling,
-and professors are terrorizing us with
evil entities called 'Mid-Terms' . I
have been spending my time looking
for people to int~rview for this column, but before I continue with those
articles i thought it was high time
that you knew yourselves. Therefore, I have been busy badgering
anyone and everyone who would
answer my silly questions so I could
get an estimation of what the average SSU student was like. So please
give a round of applause to Dick and
Jane-SSU Students Extraordinaire!
UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE:
Okay Guys, what are your majors.
DICK AND JANE: PARTYING!!!!!
DICK: But when I'm not partying (or hungover) I take a couple of
bu~ness classes, office administration that kinda stuff.

ures

4
be either Jean Claude Van Damme or
Kevin Costner, Jean Claude because
movie this summer?
of his body and Kevin for his sensiDICK AND JANE: Forrest tive side.
Gump!
UC: One final question, Would
DICK: Definitely
you be willing to attend class totally
JANE: Definitely
naked for $10,000?
UC: Whatactororactress would
DICKANDJANEBURSTOUT
you most like to be stranded on a . LAUGHING
desert island with?
JANE: No Way! Definitely Not!
DICK:SharonStone,mostdefi~ Never! How much money did you
nitely: Gottalovethatbodyofhers! say? ...
JANE: Hum .. .it would have to
DICK: Sure, there's not much

.sMILES

NEEDED!

that I wouldn't do for money like
that.
Well folks, there you have it, like
it or-not. lt is a profile of you and me,
average SSU students. For the
record, I have yet to see Forrest
Gump, I could probably see myself
as despera~ enough to go to class in
my Birthday Suit, and forget Jean
Claude, Kevin is enough man for
me, DEFINITELY!

Tiffany Kneisly is an UC Columnist.
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Cleanings for SSU students $3.00
X-Rays available
· ·Mondays - Tltordays
12 - 4 p.m.
Call 355-2241 or come to the Allied Health Building,
Room 120 for an appointment.

he Unit d Way Pledge Campaign

$5,000

Pl dge by N vembet I a d be registered for a drawing fo a $20.00
gift certificate from Bob Evan Res a rant $40.00 gift certificate
from Martings and a certificate from the I00-Mile House for a free
meal (w/purchase of same)

The United Way Supports

West End Day Care
Task Force on Domestic Violence
Services for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Pastoral Counseling
Boy Scouts & Girl Scouts

•
Register now for your chance at t e.se grea prizes.
Registration ends November I st.

Donat·on can be made 1n the
Qffices of Dean of Al'l1ed ealth.

$3,000

$1,000
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~he Univer ity Ch

International Club hold cook out Photos by Duncan Chaboudy

f4
Members of the International
Clu.b prepari~g to partake hi
th¢ hamburgers and fixings.
Pictu'red from left to right
Vlricent Lim, .John Clark.
and Tessa Cop.per.

Members of the International Club enjoying a cook out sponsored by the organiza•tiq11 at the Shawnee
State Lake and Park.
Members of the organization .jnclude the
international students
that attend SSU from
around the world .
. Also, pic'tured ·are
advisers Matt
Matthews (Director of
Department of Educational Needs Services.
Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis (Associate Professor of Political
Science), and Dr .
.Julia Coll (Associate
Professor of Spanish)
and h.-ir husband Dr.
F.":r a~~ Byrne (Profes-

of>English/Lin.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ sor
g·u lsti~is).
ll

:~:.

;;;:<._"

.. :n some of the
fotlowr ng areas?
chemistry
-English

-Writing skills
-Basic math/
~lgebra
~French
Call 574-2664

and ask for
Dennis. Private tutor.
Call for details.
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Sunset 8 Rainbow
Lanes

9a.m ..x2c,.m. Mon-Sun ·
Open Bowling $%.O~ Daily

Wanda'~
1018 Clay stre,t

Try Our CHERRIES
Ask the Bartender

Super Sound System
Dance, Music 8
Classic Rock+ Roll
New Stage • Dance
Fl·o or
Band Apparel Available

B.ar,d 1bis WC?C?~

MAN~WA~ING

..

FAM.LY·.-p.Et STOR~

• FISH
• BIRDS .
• REPTILES _; •··sMAL:L ANIMALS .

• SPECIALTY

PET-,Fo'oos

354-44:7 0

711 Gay Street . Port?_
rnouth

·

In the Vulpit Ylightly The .minister
of Rock + Roll,
H,enry n1ason is the

"ITIVLIT CIII I1l\DI1l\I1"
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University Planner from page I _____________________
via check for them anyway. There
was a gentleman working for [the contractor] who indicated he would like to
have the windows and doors. [The
contractor] gave them to him if he
would pick them up. Arrangements
were made with the man and this was
accomplished."
The contractor verified
Gleason's claims. He stated that giving away of materials at a demolition site w,as normal practice for his
company.
HewroteinGleason'sdefense, "After [the company] took possession of the
demolition I disposed of some of the
materials in the house by giving the111'to
several people at no cost to them. This is
generally our practice during a demolition project.
''One such person who asked us
what we wanted for storm windows and
doo~ was Dr. David Gleason, the University Planner. I did not want the windows or doors and gave them to Dr.
Gleason.Furthermore.sincelhadasmall
pick-up truck on the job site, I had them
loaded and delivered at Dr. Gleason's
house.
Dear SSU Family Member:
.
'The doors and windows had no
· Last year the SSU family donated over $4,000 to the United Way of
or little value and would have bet:n
Scioto County. These donations helped fourteen local agencies provide
discarded had not Dr. Gleason a~iced
assistance to the citizens of our community, as well as to many members of
the SSU family. Your contributions helped to ensure the continued
availability of the following services: American Red Cross, Arthritis
Foundation, Boy Scouts, Catholic Social Services, Community Services for
the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, 14th Street Community Center, Girl Scouts,
Goodwill Industries, Pastoral Counseling Center, R.E.A.C.H., Retired
Senior Volunteer Program, Salvation Army, Scioto Christian Ministry/
West End Day Care, Southern Ohio Task Force on Domestic Violence, and
the Scioto Radio Reading Service.
As indicated by the signatures to this letter, the leaders of the SSU
student, faculty, administrative, and support staff organizations hereby ·
pledge their support for this United Way Campaign and encourage all
members of the SSU family to participate in one "united" effort to support
the social services available to the Portsmouth community.
SSU employees will receive a pledge card via campus mail. If you prefer
to make a one time donation, please pay by personal check rather than cash.
If you prefer to designate your donation to a specific agency of the United
Way, please indicate such on the pledge/donation card. Students may
obtain a pledge/donation card and campus-mail envelope at the Student
Center Information Desk. Please return all pledge cards and donations to
Jim Kadel; Health Sciences Building.
If you return a pledge or check by November I, your name will be
entered in a drawing of SSU donors. Three prizes will be awarded: One
$40.00 gift certificate from Martings, a $20 gift certificate from Bob Evans
Restaurant, and a certificate from the I 00-Mile House for a free meal (buy
one meal and receive one of equal or lesser value free. May be used Sunday
through Thursday). These prizes were donated and will not be purchased
with United Way contributions. ,
On behalf.of the Portsmouth-community, THANK YOU!
Sincerely,

terwithCreamer,SSUPresi,dentDr.
CliveC. Veri,andGleason. Creamer
in part wrote, "When asked about
your disposition of the t11,aterials,
you replied that you gave the wooden
doors to your cleaning lady who
gave them to a man in Minford whose
house was in the need of doors.
Furthermore, the aluminum screens
and doors were in poor condition
and of odd sizes and continue fo be
stored in a shed at your home. When
asked to place a value on the materials, you responded, 'Probably only
the value of scrap aluminum.'
"You also said that you thought
that this was a dead issue since then
V .P: Neil Hawk had discussed your
receiving the materials and told you
that, even though the derltolition
contractor owned them, you should
not have requested them. You also
responded prior to, and subsequent
to this event, you have not received
anything of value from the contractor conducting business with the
University or your office.

Creamer continued, '.'.I write to
reprimand you for both requesting
and receiving the materials inasmuch
as you may be guilty of r~iving
improper compensation. Even if the
materials were oflittle orno value, the
action reflects poorly on both you'and
the University. This letter serves as a
action reflects poorly on both you and
the University. This letter serves as ·
warning that, should you request or
receive anything of value whatsoever
from a ~ontractor affiliated with the
University,orwhomaybecomeaffiliated with SSU in the future, disciplinary procedures up to and including
dismissal will result."
Gleason responded to the reprimand on February I, 1993, "On January 29th [1993] I had a meeting with
[thecontractor] at IOthandCourtStreet
wherehewasworkingonademolition
project. [The Contractor] gave me the
attached letter. He did not want payment for doors I had given away (see
attached note from [ my cleaning
lady]). However, I paid him $20.00

United Way initiates SSU Pledge Drive

for them. Dr. Gleason has since returned the storm windows and doors
(except for a few he gave someone
else) to me and said he could not
accept them. He also paid me for the
doors he had given away, though I did
not want payment for them.
"Dr. Gleason has never given me
or my company special advantages in
any work we have bid at SSU. He has
been fair and professional. In one instance even though I was low bidder,
my bid was rejected because I did not
complywithEEOcertification.Dr. Gleason explained this to me and how I could
go about getting EEO certification."
Gleason's cleaning lady wrote on
January 21, 1993 that she had received
several doors from Gleason in 1992. She
states that they wereatnocosttoher. She
added, "I gave a couple doors to [an
individual] in Minford, who needed
them."
This is not the first complaint filed
against Gleason. In 1990 a woman
also filed an unrelated sexual harassment suit against Gleason. The
Uni ve~ity' s investigation was inconclusive.
On July 5 then Vice-President of
Business Affairs, Neil Hawk, wrote
'The result of the University's inves-

tigation of allegations against you are
inconclusive. Due to the nature of the
allegations, the University is unable to
corroborate either the allegations or
your defense to such allegations. However, the investigation did establish
sufficientevidencethataspecific question and certain comments you made
during the interview proceedings regarding your previous secretary, were
inappropriate and unprofessional, As
a result, you are hereby warned that
any similar behavior on your part in
future interactions with female employees may be grounds for disciplinary action up to and including discharge."
ThorougJ;unan currently has a lawsuit against the University, initiated on
July l, alleging that he lost his job
becauseofhis questioningofUniversity
practices.Heclaims that his termination,
thirteen months after the completion
of the demolition cdntract, was a violation of his first amendment rights.
His suit also charges the University
with ''non-cpmpliance of the Ohio Revised Code (O.R.C.) concerning environmental protection,bidding requirements, air quality monitoring (Ohio
Health Dept.), and prevaili1_1g
wages."

Con,ir,g Ooor, to
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
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Privatization through Walkmans:

A communion with the Muse of lust Some Peace and Music?

By Robert D. Kinkade

we can hide away from the probJems
of,QIL<laily existence.
Ythough many peQple enjoy the
use of Walkmans, it has been argued
that they are infringing on the rights of
6thers in public places and that wearing Walkmans whil(? at work or while
mobile, either walking or riding, can
be a dangerous distraction.
Many people seen to find the
"phantom music" that drifts from the
headphones of "walkpersons" very
annoying and believe the argument of
ire J;Valkman protecting the public

from the music of one person is backwards.
Regardless of whether or not the
music can be heard, people who wear
Walkmans feel themselves protected
from the everyday activities of virtually apy city or town.
The Walkman is a symbol of our
time. It creates a world of reiease and
escape that becomes comforting, even
inviting, to the user. This fantasy world
begins to take shape in the minds of the
users to become a constant place of
relaxation and a source of deep intro-

History moves in cycles of freedom and distrust of freedom. On the
world today, the collapse of totalitarian communism and the revival of
democratic hopes worldwide coexist;
' a powerful fundamentalist impulse
thatchallenges1threatens the very premises of democracy.
In the state of Ohio, religious fundamentalist have set their sights on
secular power; their purpose, like that
of Republican Frank Cremeans, who
is opposing Democratic incumbent
Representative Ted Strickland for th~
Sixth Congressional District,is to control the behavior of all citizens.
Cremeans and the so called religious
right aims to convert traditional principles of toleration and personal liberty to ~ible-based precepts of "revealed" behavior and comprehensive
social order "revealed", that is, to a
few preachers and evangelists, and
their strategists, fund-raisers, and media advisers.
Frank Cremeans proudly professes
and seems to genuinely believe that
freedom outside of a biblically dictated Christian moral order is the most

of all evil; he assumes that political
freedom cannot be intrusted to morally free citizens. .
Forexample,thereisnodoubtthat
J\is various attacks on gay rights is
part of a broader strategy to impose
specifically religious values, his values and those of his dictator Rev.
Pat Robertson, on America politics
and American people. Gays make
any idealtarget for a~ evangelical
corps becauseofthepersistentfear
fd lilatred of homosexuality.
Many Americans are intimidated by Frank Cremeans and the
religious rights favorite citation of
theBibleinsuf>porto(theirbigotty,
hatred and denunciation of gays.
Reverent abut the Bible, yet unfamiliar with the text. much less with contemporary exegesis, people are easily
silenced when famous lines from
Leviticus, Deuteronomy, I King and
Romans are quoted to sanction hate.
Obviously, Frank Cremeans is not
interested in biblical truth. He is only
interested in proving, through his interpretation of the text, his own prejudices. The anti-gay part of his crusade

is just the first step. He's taking full
advantage of the indifference, ignoranee, suspicious, or bigoted attitudes
of heterosexuals toward homosexu-

Recently, while on campus at this
upstanding institution, I overheard two
different conversations. In both cases
there was a guy making a pass at a girl.
What made the matter so horrible is
that they were incomplete passes.
We're talking poorly thrown passes
that should never left their lips.
I decided may~ it was time for an
article like this one. Now pay attention
class, I'm going to discuss with you
the art of the pick-up. Truly, I thought
no one really used these lines anymore.
I learned the art from two of the
best experts in the field, my brothers.
From the mid 70's up until recently
(when the last brother was married)
the phone never stopped ringing in my
house. Eighty five percent of the calls
were for my brothers, usually women
wanting to know if the could see them
that night Being their much younger

brother, I couldn't use the information
I learned from them until the last few
years.
The art of the pick-up I have mastered. If yJu want to maintain that
relationship after the initial couple
of dates, you might want to look
for guidance elsewhere.
In professional baseball, they
have what they call the Mendoza
Line. Any player who has an average around .200 is considered to
be flirting with the Mendoza Line.
In maintaining a long healthy relationship; I am hitting well below
the Mendoza Line.
This why I am only lecturing
on the art of the pick-up. The easiest
way to grab somebody's attention is
the snappy opening line (I can't believe I just used the word "snappy").
Here are the ten be_stopening lines,
I have ever heard:

UC News Editor
The Walkman has ~ome a natural part ofeveryday life for many ofus.
It can be found anywhere people go.
The workplace, school, even the dentist office is no barrier·. Whenever
people find that they need a release
whether from te~sion-, at work or boredom at school, people with Walkmans
need only to plug in and they instantly
escape.
·Walkmans provide us with in- •
stant self-gratification and our own
portable personal world with which

spection.
This idea may seem far-fetched,
but privatization has become a large
part of our society; and we seem to
find ourselves continually moving
things that are treasured in public to
the privacy of our own homes. For
example, where people once flooded
to the theatres to see the hottest new
release, now we find oprselves waiting to catch a copy of this film at the
video store so we can enjoy it in the
privacy ofourown homes. Not only is
this the preferred method of viewing,
it also is the least expensive. Another
example is the home computer which
allows you to access innumerable data

bases with literally millions of daily
uses. You can shop for new cars, do
your banking, or pay your utilities. All
without le-.aving the home.
·
In closing I will suggest that although Walkmans are someti,mes seen
as a nuisance, they are emphatically as
muchofourculture as hot dogs, mom,
and apple pie. The release that is found
with the aid of Walkmans can be dangerous while walking or riding, but the
use of them by no \ means,affects the
users mental or physical limitations.
TheWalkman,simplystated,isahome
away from home and should be treated
as such. A private world of security,
personal relaxation, and enjoyment.

Freedom and tlie Religious Right cannot mix!=========-Americatell usthatcitizensofthis
Strickland's spouse Dr. Frances
country possess the inalienable right Smith is author of the children's book,
to freedom. America promises that the The Little Girl Who Grew Up to be
law shall be applied equally to all of Governor, about former governor of
us, regardless of our differences theCommonwealthofKentucky 1983andespeciallyofthosedifferences 87, Martha Layne Collins.
which incite prejudices in others.
Strickland is a Scioto County naAmerica tell us that the Constitu- tive and Lucas ville resident. He is the
tioil is a living thing, a framework son of a steelworker and is eighth of
that bends to accommodate and nine children from a working class
protectthefreedomofeverygroup family.
of Americans that seeks its proStrickland and Dr. Smith are hontection. America guarantees that est, sincere, and hard working. They
weshallbefreetoworshipGodin . genuinely care about people and only
,
the manner of our choosing, bur • want the best for all Americans, as
that no other person's God will well as, the Sixth Congressional Disdictatehowwearetoliveourown trict.
lives. Does America stop meanStrickland represents honesty and
ing all of this when it comes to a integrity. His opponent Frank
woman's right to choose, gay rights Cremeans represents old pejorative
(equal rights not special rights) and habits of thinking which threatens to
other freedoms? America can only strip all Americans of their freedom.
answer through the voices of its citi- -We ought to be suspicious of people
who want to keep us in ignorance, and
zens, through you.
We need to believe firmly what we ought to ask why! Whose interest
America promised-and in this we must does it serve to give us the mushroom
exercise our right to vote and return treatment?
Democratic incumbent Ted Strickland
Dtlniel Stewart is an UC Guest
Columnist
to Congress.

~==============~

No pick-up lines needed
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als, blacks towards whites and vice
versa, pro life against pro choice, etc ..
etc ...to impose "family values" and
pegin a ''moral cleansing" of the American population.
A large-scale cleansing of the
American population will serve the
long-range goal of Frank Cremeans.
To scare the freedom out ofeveryone--imposing upon the "revealed" behavior.

10. Today has been a dark cloud.
Would you care to be a silver lining.
9. I know there are thousands of
perfect guys out there, but only four of

J on'§
Little
Wo~ld
By .Jon Dunham
qs don't watch football.
~- So whatpartofHeaven are you
from?
7. You are why I came in here
alone.
6. I know you, I dreamt about you

last night
someone whom I cared a lot about, I
5. I'm not like all the rest of the had time to think. I wasn't evercomguys, I'm honest..
pletely happy with that person. The
4. I have no fleas, I'm faithful and reason is because I couldn't be myI promise to wear my collar and dog self. I had slowly changed into a pertags all the time.
son bearing little resemblance to me.
3. If you got those eye$ from
To make a long story short, I met
your mother, I know why your dad someone new (actually reacquainted
married her.
myself with an old friend). In the past,
2. My parents willed me $10 Ilaidonthepick-uplinesralherheavily.
million on the grounds that I marry She was interested, but not for long.
by the weekend', can I buy you a When I talked to her recently, I was
drink?
open and honest with her. Do you
1. Excuse me, can you give me want to know something? IT
WORKS!!!
directions to your heart?
Those lines above are harmless
Though we've just renewed this
fun, they may help you at least get • friendship, it's the happiest I've been
their attention.
in a long time. I just wished I hadn't
Seriously, if you really want to wasted so much time using those
impress someone, be yourself. I know pick-up ,lines.
Jon B. Dunham is an UC:: Co/11111this might sound a little strange, but it
does work.
11ist.
Recently, while trying to get over
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Guest Lecturer discusses the "Real Wor: d 11
By Tiffany Vincent

uc Entertajpment Editor

Dr. Robert Tollison pei:'7
formed several lectures atSSU
on October 20. Tollision spoke
to the classes of Dr. Robert
Lawson, Assistant Professor of
Economics, and Jerry Rubyt
Associat~ Profes8-or of :F!~
nance. In these classes he qis~
cussed an economist's view of
American economic history
and finance.
Tollison presented "An
Economist's View ofthe 'Real
World"' on the night ofOcto:;.
ber 20 in the Flohr Lecture
Hall.
Tollison
Jhe Dunfan
Black Professor of Econo.mics
Direct~r .at the
Study of Pul>lic Choi e iP1
George Muofl Univ!!rsity,
Fairfax, Virginia.
He open·echl1e lecrnri: it.h
a discussion
•c A.
contendsthathHe N
A is a
cartel; and of ere: many ex~
amples and niaihematical models. TollisQn al ore a.Bed Lh
Factory Act of l 8 3 \!,'blch equired hildren t wor no
111<>r~,tha11 10 hours a da)·.
Also, Tolr. on he a ques
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It pays ro mlverti, with Th Chr.oni l
CaU Wall . ., &,!dam m 5,,2278 andfi,1d how this space.
could be making •our lm:~i,tes mom•y'l

i;

.enrei,t9r !~,t:if

9fthe

e

COMING500N

A se?rie?s of artide?s
do,un,C?r,tir,g Obio
parar,orn,al o,,urar,,C:s.
If you baVC? bad ar,
C?Xpe?rie?r,,C? witb tbe?
parar,orn,al (U'f'Os,
Gbosts, ~t,.) ,or,ta,t
1iffar,y Vir,,C?r,t or 1iffar,y Kr,C?isly at 1/J~
'1J1Jifl~rsify C/)rQ1Jkl~
355-2502

1ion nd nswer secU0111 1hat
covered topic!;. u ents presented such as Social Secur~ty. and hca.h care. Srndcnts

also as ed a out 1hc

eJ an:

system nnd the c1.1.rrcnt state o

public

h< · J. .

Talli on app.eaired ti~ an
of the Jane-Ail. G. Frrter Lecrnre Serfrs. The ocxl Jee lurer
w II be Dr. Dere Sic erton
olll October 22. at 7:00pm

Hair &Skin Care Center

•

IMAfitDi&WUCOUK•)iiiUJl.
'I
•'ACT:......,_. t .... H• Pion f ~ .
• Our , • ..,,.... ,,,,,,... '••""" ChrOfflluM
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. 354-1963
1912 Jackson Ave.
Portsmouth, Ohio
Bring this ad in and receive
10J off on any beauty aids

Every Thursday night 9:00 - 11 :00
,
/jel.lk Peck
Oet. 2 7

Dilly Terrell
Hobby Hawk

.

l?estaurant
located at the

12amada Inn
711 Second Street
354-7711

19 and up to get in!
$3 in Advance
$4 at the door

Ohio State Certified EngUsh te!cher will Tt.!ter
, .. .
dents,Assist
outlining atld organliation~I s~Ulsfot;:~~~,@.Xft
in all humanities subjects. CaU Tr~cy MoUica,3S~~~~.tl.5 .
I 0/1-tr•.: ,
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Bears-soccer team defeated by number one team in Conference

Coach pleased with team's performance

·.

.

By Beth Francisco
·
uc Staff Writer
sun glaring in his eyes, delivers an • the Bears the adv?ntage of an indi- cjears the ball into the Bears scoring players, Shawnee came out fired up,
Battling the number one team in exceptional punt, sending the ball rect kick. As the ball volleys up and end of the field. Following an off- looking for the first score of the
the soccer conference, the Shawnee 70+ yards down field toward our down the field it begins to resemble sides penalty against Walsh, the ball game. Mid-fielder Jeremy Rockwell
Bears win the prestigious respect scoring goal! As assistant coaches, a bumblebee -being swatted at by traveling toward our own goal, the applies the pressure to Walsh's oftheyhaverelentlesslystrivedtoward Ron Goodson and Scott Powers, dozens of appendages!
half-time whistle indicates the short ,fense. Chad Leach, aided by Mike
all season.
shoutencouraginginstructionstothe
As Walsh vies for the point on five minute break. ShawneeBears0 Snyder and Ryan Copp as well as t{le
other defense player, carries the ball
Sunday afternoon , the auburn gentlemen on the
down field toward our goal. Walsh
winds of autumn gently blowing field, there is no
begins putting in substitutes.
the
through the golden ray of slipping stopping
summer, at Earl Thomas Conley Bear's defense
Only 5 minutes into the second
Riverside Park in Portsmouth, the line.
Adam
half, goalie Shane Kitts makes an
:::
Shawnee Bears played the fir.st game Brown, Mike
excellent save on the goal. Paul
,()
of the 1994 conference soccer tour- Snyder, Chad
McWilliams clears the ball out of
':I
nament. They were up against the Leach and Eric
scoring range and back toward our
number one team in the league - DeYoung volley
own goal. Regardless of the pres::
':I
sure,
Shawnee defense refuses to
Walsh University. As referees Emil the ball down
I.I
::
allow any leaks. Walsh sends in more
Colucci, Victor Popescu and Ed field to Todd
:::
Brown establish the game courte- Loper and on to
substitutes as the Shawnee offense
.?,.
sies, the gentlemen take the field. Thad Wells who
begins to pick the play. Walsh, run,()
Shawnee- lOfieldplayers, 1 g~alie, narrowly misses
ning scared, go completely out of
their game plan. They have quit
I sub: Walsh - 10 field players, 1 thepointaftertak...
-t:
goalie, 7 subs. The Bears win the flip ing a shot on the
passing and started booting the ball.
and forward Davi4 Jacobs delivers goal. ·
They appear to be playing kickball!
Another substitution for Walsh. Who
the starting kick. Fast and furious
In a conferwould have thought.. . Atkinson,
leg work thus ensues. The bears encegameofsocT~dd i,:.:'oper· (9)race~ .io.r ,~ ontrol ot the l>all ·~ :the game.
scores a kickball point for Walsh
totally control the field during .the cer, the player
against Wa.! sh l;I. SSU Jost to WaJsh ,2-Cl..:<ttiPcto~e[ 15.
first two minutes of the non-stop, 45 who the sub goes
twenty minutes into the half. Our
minute half.
in for, may notreplayers are tiring but primed as our
Ten minutes into the fast-paced tum to the garne during the first half. goal, Todd Loper, the only senior on - Walsh 0.
• only substitute for the palf, Jeremy
game, Walsh strives despe1ately, not With our only sub Jason Fields, go- the team, saves the.seemingly sureOur players came off the field Rockwell, goes in for Paul
once, but twice, for the goal. The ing in for Chad Leach, the game fire point in a breath-taking leap and tired, but smiling. Up against the Mc Williams.
Bears defense, hot and unrelenting, continues.
kick that headed the ball down field. number one contenders in the conWe go for it! The Bears defense '
allow no points. Shawnee's goalie,
As the play resumes, Walsh's
With only 7 minutes left in this ference, we are tied! During the fir.st is kicking Walsh's t,· Js all over the
Shayne Kitts, the brilliant afternoon Dibiaso delivers a high kick giving powerful first half, the Bears kick half the Bears gave up no goals and place. Walsh is dazed and confused.
. . - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , the ball out of bounds on our own saved ten.
With less than four minutes left in
end line giving Walsh the advantage
Jason Back, a promising young the game two men go down on the
of the corner kick- They didn't even athlete with a knee injury from the . field. The injured Walsh player become close. Down to only 5 min- first game of the season and the gan to shout obscenities. The ball is
utes, Shane Kitts gets a free kick and official score keeper for the Bears, at mid-field and most ofjhe players,
narrowly misses as an onslaught of advised this reporter on ·the termi- on both teams, believe that a no
Walshplayersinvadethe area. Quick nology and understanding of the advantage, stop play will be called.
as :soaring lightning, Mike Snyder game. Without his generosity I doubt During the confusion of the play,
seriously there would be an article Walsh's Seamus Riley drives the
OIIII ll . . . . . . . .
our soccer team.
ball into our goal for the final score
.
D.I.A.
Upon entering the second half, of the game. Confrontations between
rh•vingtherespectonheWalsh the officials and coaches proved to
avail nothing. The point was deemed
fair as the game ending whistle blew.
WINDOW & SCREEN REPAIRS
Final Score - Bears 0 Walsh 2
Head coach, Bob Hale, better
• OHIGIIJAL r ilLTOHY EIJUIPf,1UJT
known as Coach, had this to say
• FAST f,WBll r srnv,u
about the Sunday afternoon game:
"I am really proud of my boys. They
a6IIJBll'IAl, • C Q I I ~
.
GALLIA
STREET
noto~ly
played hard against the best
•AUI08IAII
1021
•....,_IOPI
JUST yvesT OF PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL team m the conference, every player
• IIOIII RlON1I
POR~OUTH, OHIO
gave 100 percent! Walsh had six or
•W&IHOseven substitutions and that finally
Now Seftinilf
I.amcb MON
-1UE · WED took its toll on us.Today my players
• CLIM OI COLOlm
112.111
•WOIAII
1entertained a respect they have been
. 111!,P:fil',I.A striving toward all year long. They
Yl•H.a
· ··
are really gaining confidence in
themselves.
"I sincerely hope this rendition
. of the Sunday afternoon soccer game
:;;;=,;;;;•·••S;;;;.. ;;;;e;;;;'i:;:o;;;;t;:;;o;:_..=•;;;;R;;::;;;e;;;;n;:;;t;;;;a;;;;··;;l;;;;C- ~ will give these young men continued
encouragement. Shawnee students
_Naticinal qty Bahk Bldg: and faculty are not only proud of
their achievements, but also encourage
them toward future victories."
1621 l l h ~
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Member of Athletic Department stricken

By Austin Leedom
UC Sports Editor
Tom Davis, a member of the
SSlJ Athletic Department, suffered
astrokeearlyMondaymorning. Tom
has been hospitalized at Scioto Memorial Hospital this past week. At
press time Tom was in satisfactory
' condition but will be confined for
several days as more examinations
are being made by technicians and
physicians.
One of the most active students
on campus Tom is scorekeeper, stat-

istician ; equipment
manager and fund
raiser for the SSU Softball team. He is also a
fonner sports editor for
The
University
Chronicle and is currently a contributing
staff sports writer.
Friends may call
Tom at 354-5000~

Local talent playing ·

volleyball at SSU

....

.c

...

(News Release) Kristie Adkins, a volleyball at SSU. She
Cl
Cl
1994 graduate of Northwest High is second on the team in
.c
School, is playing volleyball at Shaw- :;erving percentages.
=-nee State University where she is the Putnam is the team
starting setter. Kristie is majoring in leaderingigs.Putnam's
Tom Davis Is ·shown above with the trophy that
major is undecided at
Biology at Shawnee.
the Bear's Softball Team won in the September
AngeeNowlin,a 1991 graduate of this time at Shawnee.
tournament at Doctor Singleton Park
Eastern High School, is second on the
Missy Flanigan, a
team with 52 digs. Nowlin is majoring 1992 graduate from .
Wilmington High School, is
in Social Science at Shawnee.
Brandi Miller, a 1994 graduate of leading the team in all hitting
Valley High School, .is majoring in categories. Flanigan is majorElementary Education at Shawnee.
ing in English/Humanities.
Kelly Crabtree, a 1994 graduate
Audrie Bond, a 1993 graduof Northwest High School. She is ate of Waverly High School, is
second on the team in serv1f:e aces. majoring in Accounting at
, Crabtree leads the team in solo Shawnee.
blocks. Crabtree is majoring in Com~ta Carney, a 1991 graduputer lnfonnation Systems at Shaw- ate of Catholic Central High
nee.
School, is majoring in OccupaMikki Mitchell, a 1992 graduate tional Therapy at Shawnee.
of East Clinton High School, is ma- Carney played in 5 games this
304 Chllllcothe St.
joring in Elementary Education at season before going down with
Portsmouth, OH
Shawnee.
a knee injury in the second
Kristy Geiser, a 1992 graduate match. Carney will probably
of Licking Heights High School, is redshirt this season givingJier
tied for the lead in games played, another year of eligibility.
leads in serving percentage, leads in
MonicaGochenour,a 1991
I
16% Discount Coupon.
t
aces, ant.I is second in kills. She is graduateofLibbey High School,
also second on the team with 12 majoring in Mathematics at
I
on all regular
I
I
I
setting assists. Geiser is majoring in Shawnee.
prlc;ed !"erchandise
·I
I
Physical Therapy Assistant at ShawAs of October 13, 1994
nee.
Shawnee's record was 2-15.
Keva Putnam, a 1994 graduate of Shawnee's head coach is Jack
Adena High ~chool, is~ow ph•~•in& Welz and assistants are Shelley
Softball tickets for First Annual Softball
·
Halloween Jamboree at Moore's
Miller and Dan Edwards.
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LOANS

MOST ITEMS
OF VALUE

:~=!
.
.
au••
• WATCHU

• RADIOS

• fflREOI

,,,~!\Irr-''.

::.vl~.M'Oi,D~
~.,. -· ·· 1.,?

• MUSICAL
INITRUMEm

·

.

• TYPEWRITERS
• OPEN I DAYS AWEEK

0

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

B & B INC

.

ACROSS
l. Sins alone
5. Dry
9. Beaver construction
12. Chana• lnio vapor (abbr.)
13. Dole out
14. Beer
15. La•1uaae
17. Wublqton ouildlng
lt. Opaque coating
21. Want
22. Slice
24. Man's nickname
25. Limited (abbr.)
26. Doc:tor's group (abbr.)
27. Sound system
29. Near
31. Jelly
32. TeUurium symbol
33. Sutnx added to make a verb
aa adjective
34. Verb (plunl)
35. S1dflx used to form verbs
36. Lords
38. By way of
39. Even
40. Rhenium symbol
41. Hollow lnslrumeal
42. Icon
44. Attontey
46. Noametallic element
48. Delete
51, Civil War aenenl

52.
54.
55.
56.
57.

~layer - ~ep'-llf'-Jra - Metalf1,a
Soineone with a good low
growl vocalization yet with
some high range abilities
NO POSERS!
For t1·y outs Call 354-2833 or
353-5100 :ind ask fo G1•eg.

Examination

,DOWN
l. Select (abbr.)
2. Eus
3. On the side
4. Think
5. Are
6. Ebb
7. Italic (abbr.)
I. Sheriff's
(abbr.)
9. Old
10. Medicinal plant
ll. Displayed cards
16. Sodium symbol
11. Enter
20. Measurement
22. Coa1mal1111al aide

23. Pn,H endlna
25. AUows
27. Heavenly body
21. Restore
,
29. Seed coverina
30. Duck
34. Usual
36. llldollesian island
37. Fruit

39. Ski sticks
41. Hat
42. Small island

43. Expires

44. Ca'llo

45. You (Old EnaJish)
47. 201 (Roman)
49. Relative (for short)
50. Time zone (abbr,)
53. Each (abbr.)

(Sir,ger Needed!)
Local Metal band needs a
Singer wlio is into

Conflnla1 area

Zeus' shield (var.)
Curvy letter
Suuestlon

CONCERNED
ABOUT YOUR
WEIGHT?

TH COUNSEL NG CENTER
IR. 1 FLO - R. C MMO S . UlLDI G
or.: call

355-2213 or 355-2539

ports
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University Head Baseball Coach announces hiring of-two new
Assistant Coaches

(News Release) Lowell Welch
and Sam McGraw have been hired
by Shawnee State Head Baseball
Coach John Tipton for the upcoming 1994-95 season. Welch and
McGraw willjoin existing assistant
coach Pat Rigsby.
Welch began his coaching career in 1978 at Portsmouth Notre
Dame High School where he was
assistant coach under Tony Mantel.
Since 1989 Welch has been assistant coach at Portsmouth east High
School under Rick Odel. Welch's
duties at Shawnee will include conditioning, handling the pitchers, and
doing recruiting. According to,
Welch, "Coach Tipton and Coach
Rigsby have done an exc :llent job
of recruiting and building the program. There are good pla· ers and
pitchers on this team, and :t will be
nice to work with coach Tipton,
coach Rigsby, and coach McGraw."
McGraw was a teammatt with
coach Tipton in college, and now
joins him as an assistant coach for
Shawnee. McGraw has served LS an
assistant coach under Bill Newman
for the American Legion Post 23.
This spring, he was an assistant
for Doug Poage at Portsmouth High

School. McGraw also served ·as a
volunteercoachlast fall for Shawnee. McGraw's duties for Shawnee are to serve as first assistant,
work with the catchers and infielders, arid probably coach first
base. Accordjng to McGraw,
"The biggest difference in this
y~r• steam is the change in attitude. Coach Tipton has kept the
quality playe.rs off last seasons' s
team, and has brought in new
student-athletes who are both
academic and athletica.lly
sound." When asked what made
him decide to take the job,
McGraw said, "The University
is growing and taking an initiative to make a quality program.
We have a trainer at practices
and games, an academic monitor
to watch grades, and coach Tipton has mandatory study tables
for his players. All of these are
import!}nt in recruiting and retaining players."
According to Coach Tipton,
"I have to be the luckiest coach
alive. I'll put my staff up again's t
any other staff. I look at Sam,
Lowell, and Pat as co-coaches,
they all have diS'cipline, ellch has

his own area to cover, and all are
baseball crazy." When asked
about this up.coming season, Tipton says, "I'm looking to go undefeated, but to have a winning
season and a powerhouse program. We brought in 58 new players from all over the state, plus 5
junior college
transfers and
also some local players.
Some players
were
recruited by
NCAA Division I schools
and other colleges." Coach
Tipton' s biggest concern
is the limited
budget and
having
to
raise money.
Tipton say's
"Our main
fund raiser is
our booster
(Dugout)
Club. When a
person joins,

(News Release) The Shawnee
State University Women's Volleyball team split a pair of matches last
week. In their first match Shawnee
losttoMOCoppohentUrbana5-15,
5-15, 15-6, 15-12, and 7-1-5. Shawnee was led in serving by Audrie
Bond. She was 20 for 20 with 2 aces.
Shawnee's leading spiker was Missy
Flanigan. She was 19 for 21 with 12
kills. Shawnee's leading blocker is
Kristy Geiser with 3. Geiser was
also leading setter. She was 59 for
64 with 18 assists. Keva Putnam led
the Bears with 12 points.
Shawnee State beat West Virginia Tech 13-15, 15-6, 15-12, 15-4

in their second match of the week.
Kristy Geiser led the Bears in serving, she was 20 for 21 with 4 aces.
Keva Putman was the leading spiker
with 14 of 16 and 7 kills. Audrie
Bondwastheleadingblockerwith3
solo and 4 assists. Leading setter
was Kristie Adkins. She was 85 for
91 and 30 assists. Leading scorers
were Kristy Geiser and An gee Nowlin with 13 points each. Shawnee
States overall record now stands at
3-16and0-10in the MOC.Shawnee ·
also had a game Friday, October 21,
7:00pm, at home, versus Walsh.
Shawnee State Men's Soccer
Team lost theironfy match last week

0-2 to MOC
Walsh. Shawnee State's
overall record
is 2-8 and 0-6
in the MOC.
The soccer
teams next
game is Friday,
October 21, at
4:00 pm, versus Anderson,
then they travel
to Cedarville
the following
day for a l :00
pm contest.

they will receive a 24 game season ticket, a program, and a
newsletter throughout the year
with stats and others information. To join send a $15.00 cfflnation to Shawnee State Baseball
Boosters Club C/O John Tipton,
940 2nd Street, Portsmouth, OH

45662.''
All the coaches would like to
thank Larry Moore and Don
Bailey tor their support in Bear's
Baseball. Shawnee will continue
fall practice through the first
week in Nov-ember.

Shawnee State Nursing Students:

ABLS Home Medical Supplies
is your Nursing Uniform
Headquarters.

The ~ports Round-up-----

Jay Arr HendE:rson
Over four years experience in
professional printing
and writing services

ABLS has everything for the healthcare
professional and the recovering patient.

ABLS--

Home Medical Supplies

A Subliciory of
air Lady of Bellefonle Hoapital

301 Chillicothe St• Portsmouth, OH (614) 353-1311
1700 Winchester Ave.• Ashland, KY (606) 329-8089

E,lockne~
C:hev~olet

will word-process, copy-edit,
or critique manuscripts of all kinds:.

Lo • rates, experieqced.

Vur-d-prn
r1J? •••••• 1.50/page
petaile(lci::f~lq.~e.'..~;ti•4:00/page
Gh9~tWriti.ng (novels or
autoblogra phi~s) •••••• 10.n U/1 OU r

Carl 353-6452

Sales - Se1Vice - leasing
353-2161

U.S. Rout-e 23 North
3 Miles North of Portsmout-h
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On the ballot of the State of Ohio: Issue I
Editor's Note: The University Chronicle is printing the iss ueson the ballot ofthe State of
Ohio. The UC feels that voters
need to be better informed on
issues concerning Ohio. Along
with the issues we are printing
the arguments for and against
the issues and the candidates .
that support that stance.

AL TY IS IMPOSED FOR OF·
FENSES COMMITTED ON
OR AFTER JANUARY 1,
1995.
IF ADOPTED THIS
Al\f£NDMENT )"ILL BEEFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1995.
A maj0rity yes vote is necessary for passage.
EXPLANATION FOR
STATE ISSUEl
Issue 1
(as prepared by the Ohio BalProposed Constitutional lot Board)
Amendment
Currently, a case in which
(Proposed by Resolution of the death penalty is imposed is
the General Assembly of Ohio) reviewed for legal sufficiency
To amend Sections 2 and 3 of by a district court of appeals
Article IV of the Constitution of consisting of at least three
the State of Ohio.
judges. This portion of appeals
TO CHANGE THE PRO- process takes on the average
CEDURE FOR APPEALS OF from one to two. If the death
CASES IN WHICH THE penalty is upheld, the case is
DEA TH PENAL TY IS IM- then reviewed by the Ohio SuPOSED, THIS AMEND- preme Court. If the death penMENT WILL:
alty is overturned by the Court
1. REMOVE JURISDIC- of Appeals, appeal to the Ohio
TION FROM THE COURT Supreme Court is discretionary.
OF APPEALS TO REVIEW
If adopted, the amendment
DEATH PENALTY CASES will eliminate the review of death
IN DIRECT APPEAL.
penalty cases by a district court
2. PROVIDE FOR DI- of appeals and provide that these
RECT APPEALS OFDEATH cases be reviewed directly by
PENALTY CASES TO THE the Ohio Supreme Court. This
OHIO SUPREME COURT may increase the Ohio Supreme
FROM THE COURTS OF Court's burden and caseload in
COMMON PLEAS OR these mandated appeals. The
OTHER
COURTS
OF adoption of the amendment
RECORD INFERIOR TO would not affect review of death
THE COURT OF APPEALS. penalty cases by federal courts.
3. APPLY TO CASES IN
ARGUMENT FOR STATE
WHICH THE DEATH PEN- ISSUE 1

nipulate and exploit our judicial
VOTE FOR ISSUE 1
SUPPORT SWIFT JUS- process through endlessappeals
that take years to review. MeanTICE IN OHIO
According to current law, a while, the families of victims wait
person sentenced to death in for final justice to be adminisOhio has the right to an appeals tered. Unfortunately, many famiprocess that contains two steps lies are still waiting.Support for
on the state level: The Court of Issue 1 is support for these famiAppeals and The Ohio Supreme lies. VOTE YES
SUPPORTERS OF ISSUE
Court. Issue 1 seeks to delete the
Court of Appeals step in an ef- 1
Governor George Voinovich
fort to streamline the process
Attorney General Lee Fisher
and make the system more effiOhio Prosecuting Attorneys
cier,t. Issue 1 will give persons
convicted and sentenced to Association
· COMMITTEE TO PREdeath in Ohio a direct appeal
PARE ARGUMENT FOR ISto the Ohio Supreme Court.
By eliminating the Courts of SUE I
State Rep. Johnnie Maier
Appeal in this process, duplicaState Rep. Barbara Pringle
tion of efforts and many years
State Rep. Mike Fox
will be saved. According to
Senator Nancy Chiles Dix
present law, the court of appeals
Senator Anthony Sinagra
must review the entire record,
ARGUMENT AGAINST
that is all the evidence that was
presented at the original hear- ST A TE ISSUE 1
THIS ISSUE SIMPLY
ing. If this-decision is appealed,
the case travels to the Ohio Su- WILL NOT DO WHAT IT
preme court. This court gives CLAIMS. This proposal should
the case thesame review as was be defeated because:
1. It will not significantly
given- by the court of .appeals
and makes a decision. In total, shorten the time between a sen~rom the day the death sen- tence of death and execution.
tence was imposed, to the day
2. It increases the risk that an
the supreme Court gives its innocent person will be executed.
decision, an average of five
Ohio's death penalty cases are
now reviewed by one of the 12
years may have passed.
Ohioans should vote in favor district courts of appeal. Without
oflssue 1 because it is a reason- this lower court review, Supreme
able step toward reforming our Court Justices will have to ascurrent judicial system. Too of- semble and review the records of
ten criminals are allowed to ma- the case at a much greater length,

cutting into alleged time-saving.
Individuals on both sides of the
issue agree that these mandated
appeals may increase the Ohio
Supreme Court's burden and
caseload.
This proposal should be defeated because it selectively denies a right of appeal only to those
subject to the state's most extreme penalty, death.
This proposal should be defeated because it opens our death
penalty law to a lengthy and expensive constitutional challenge.
The U.S. Supreme Court has never
upheld a death penalty statute allbwing fewer levels of appeal in
capital cases than in other cases.
This proposal should be defeated because it increases the
risk that an innocent person will
executed. There have been several instances where people convicted and a waiting the death penalty have been falsely convicted.
This measure should be defeated
so we can ·solve the problem in
ways that carry less risk of executing the wrong person.
VOTE NO ON ISSUE 1.

COMMITTEE TO PREPAREARGUMENTAGAINST
ISSUEl
Representative Mary Abel
Representative J. Donald
Mottley
Representative Vernon Sykes
Senator Ben E. Espy
Senator Merle Kearns

Issue 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Issue 2
Proposed Constitutional
Amendment
(Proposed by Resolution of the
General Assembly of Ohio)
To amend Article I of the Ohio
Constitution by the addition of Section 10a.
TO AFFORD VICTIMS OF
CRIMINAL OFFENSES CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, THIS
AMENDMENT WILL:
1. REQUIRE THAT VICTIMS OF CRIME BE ACCORDED FAIRNESS, DIGNITY
AND RESPECT IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM.
2. AS PROVIDED BY LAW,
REQUIRE THAT VICTIMS OF
CRIME BE GIVEN REASONABLEAND APPROPRIATENOTICE, INFORMATION, ACCESS, AND PROTECTION AND
l\'IEANINGFUL ROLE IN THE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS.
IF
ADOPTED,
THIS

AMENDMENT WILL NOT
GIVE ANY PERSON NEW OR
ADDITIONAL RIGHTS TO APPEAL OR MODIFY A COURT
DECISION, ABRIDGE ANY
OTHER RIGHT GUARANTEED
BY THE U.S. OR OHIO CONSTITUTIONS, OR CREATE A
LEGAL CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION
OR
DAMAGES
AGAINST THE STATE OF
OHIO, ITS POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OR ANY PUBLIC OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE.
IF
ADOPTED,
THIS
AMENDMENT WILL BE EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATLY.
A majority yes vote is necessary
for passage.
EXPLANATION
FOR
STA TE ISSUE 2
(as prepared by the Ohio Ballot
Board)
The amendment would give
crime victims a constitutional right
to fairness, dignity, and respect in
he c · al iusti sv
e

amendment would also require the
General Assembly to pass laws giving crime victims reasonable notice
and information about, and access
to, criminal proceedings, and a meaningful role in the criminal justice
process.
The amendment does not give
any person new or additional rights
to appeal or modify decisions in
criminal cases or changes or limit
rights currently guaranteed by the
U.S. or Ohio Constitutions. Finally,
the amendment does not create any
new legal claim against the State of
Ohio, its political subdivisions, or
public officers oi- employees.
ARGUMENT FOR STATE
ISSUE2
1. Currently, there are laws regarding crime victims, but there are
constitutional rights that protect the
accused. In a judicial setting, when a
judge must weigh the laws of the
victim against_ the constitutional
rights will prevail. The proposed
mend
will mea that whe

judges make decisions, they will
weigh the constitutional rights of
both the victim and the accused. The
amendment will not take away any
rights of the accused. It will, however, give (he rights of victims of
criminal offenses standing and protection in our state constitution. Issue 2 is a question of balance.
2. The constitutional amendment
will serve as a guid1r to our state
lawmakers in passing victims rights
legislation. Our constitution serv~s
as our highest authority and statement of public policy. Lawmakers
will know it is the will of its citizens
that victims of crime should have a
right to reasonable and appropriate
notice, information, access, and protection, and a meaningful role in the
criminal justice process.
3. The Constitution protects certain fundamental rights that every
person has and that no other person,
institution, or government can take
away or deny. The Bill of Rights to
theCo s 'tutionofthellnitedS.tates

and Article },Section IOoftheOhio
Constitution were adopted so that
no one, who is accused of committing a crime, can be denied the rights
that are enumerated there. However,
there is no corresponding section in
either Constitution to protect the
fundamental rights of victims of.
crime. The fundamental rights of
victims to be treated with fairness,
dignity, and respect need to be in the
fundamental law of our state, the
Ohio Constitution.
COMMITTEE TO PREPARE
ARGUMENT FOR ISSUE 2
Representative Katherine H.
Walsh
Representative Sean Logan
Representative Tim Greenwood
ARGUMENT AGAINST
STATE ISSUE 2
No argument was submitted
against the proposed constitutional
amendment since no member of the
General Assembly voted against the
amendment.
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On the ballot of the State of Ohio: lssu·e 3
ISSUE3
LIQUIDA TED,REQUIRE THAT
Passage oflssue 3 will not raise
(Proposed by Resolution of the ANY REMAINING ASSETS BE taxes or cost Ohio taxpayers more.
TRANSFERRED TO THE GEN- It is needed to demonstrate to the
General Assembly of Ohio)
To amend article VI of the Ohio ERAL REVENUE FUND OF Internal Revenue Service that the
Constitution by the addition of Sec- THE STATE.
Prepaid Tuition Program qualifies
tion 6.
IF
ADOPTED,
THIS for federal tax exemption. This
TO INCREASED OPPORTU- AMENDMENT WILL BE EF- "stamp of approval" will enable the
NITIES TO THE RESIDENTS FECTIVE IMMEDIATELY.
program to continue providing an
OF THE ST A TE OF OHIO FOR
A majority yes vote is necessary affordable means fof families to reHIGHER EDUCATION AND TO for passage.
pay future higher education at comENCOURAGE OHIO FAMIEXPLANATION
FOR petitive prices.
LIESTOSA VEAHEADTOBET- STATE ISSUE 3
As a state agency, the Authority
TER AFFORD HIGHER EDU(as prepared by the Ohio Ballot has many checks and balances to
CATION, THIS AMENDMENT Board)
safeguard a fiscally-sound program
WILL:
The amendment would require ' for its participants. The funds are
1. ALLOW THE STATE TO that tuition credits paid from the sufficient to meet future obligations.
MAINTAIN A PROGRAM FOR tuition credits program and the Ohio Passage of Issue 3 will officially
THE SALE OF TUITION CRED- Tuition Trust Fund be supported by back the Authority with the State's
ITS WHEREBY THE. PRO- the full faith and credit of the State endorsement, satisfying federal
CEEDS OF SUCH CREDITS of Ohio. The amendment would also guidelines.
PURCHASED FOR THE BEN- require the passage of laws to proThe Ohio Tuition Trust Authority
EFIT OF STA TE RESIDENTS vide that fµture conduct of the tu- was created in 1989 as a state agency
ARE GUARANTEED BY THE ition credits program be consistent to provide Ohio families with a safe,
ST ATE TO COVER A SPECI- with the amendment.
simple and affordable way to repay
The amendment would allow the the cost of higher education in small
FIED AMOUNT WHEN APPLIED TO THE COST OF TU- State of Ohio to maintain a program increments. Also, scholarships can
ITION AT ANY ~TA TE for the sale of tuition credits and to now be created by corporations of
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER guarantee _the proceeds of the credits other organizations to prepay tuition
EDUCATION AND THE SAME sold. The guarantee would cover a for children from families who cannot
OR A DIFFERENT AMOUNT specified amounts of the cost of tu- afford advanced savings.
WHEN APPLIEI>TOTHE COST ition at any state institution of higher
Since inception, the agency's PreOF TUITION AT ANY OTHER education and the same or different paid Tuition program has more than
HIGHER EDUCATION INSTI- amount of the cost of tuition at any 31,500 children enrolled, has been
TUTION AS MAY BE PRO- other higher education institution as safely and prudently invested by PubVIDED BYLAW.
may be provided by law.
lic Employee's Retirement System
2. TO REQUIRE THAT TUThe amendment would also re- money managers and has more than
ITION CREDITS PAID FROM quire the General Assembly to ap- $113 million in assets.
THE TUITION CREDITS PRO- propriate money to offset any defiRecent legislation pasS'ed by the
GRAM AND THE OHIO TU- ciency in the Ohio Tuition Trust General Assembly has improved
ITION TRUST FUND BE SUP- Fund to guarantee payment of the the program's value, equity and
PORTED BY THE FULL FAITH full amount of any tuition payment affordability. To ensure its continAND CREDIT OF THE STATE or refund required by a tuition pay- ued affordability and enable more ·
OF OHIO AND REQUIRE THE ment contrii.ct, and allow a majority Ohio children to access higher eduPASSAGE OF LAWS FOR THE of the members of each house of the cation, the State's formal, constituCONDUCT OF THE ~TUITION General Assembly to appropriate tionally-mandated "full faith and
CREDITS PROGRAM CONSIS- funds for ~he payment o! any tuition credit" is needed.
TENT WITH THIS AMEND- contract previously entered into.
The proposed amendment has
MENT.
Final]y, the amendment would broad-based, bi-partisan support:
3. REQUIRE THE GENERAL . require that all assets maintained in state leadership supports its pasASSEMBLY TO APPROPRI- the Ohio Tuition Trust Fund be used sage. Financial aid administrators
ATE MONEY TO OFFSET ANY solely forthe purposes of the fund. If endorse Issue 3 because advanced
DEFICIENCY IN THE OHIO the fund is liquidated, any remaining f;miily savings decreases reliance
TUITION TRUST FUND TO assets would be transferred to the on scarce financial aid and burdenGUARANTEE THE PAYMENT general revenue fund of the state. • some student loans, opening greater
OF THE FULL AMOUNT OF
ARGUMENT FOR STATE access to education.
ANY TUITION PAYMENT OR ISSUE3
COMMITTEE TO PREREFUND REQUIRED BY A
TUITION PAYMENT CONTRACT, AND ALLOW A
MAJORITY OF THE MEMBERS OF EACH HOUSE OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS
FOR THE PAYMENT CONTRACT PREVIOUSLY ENTERED INTO.
$5.00 for students, staff &
GET
' 4. REQUIRE THAT ALL
all
campus
crawlers
RES~Lr~!-OHIO TUITION TRUST
Any & all kinds of classifieds
,FUND ASSETS BE USED FOR
& personals ~ccepted
THE PURPOSE OF THE
FUND AND, IF THE FUND IS

Craig's Trading Times
- Ad runs till you sell Call Craig at 355-2278
- Intra Campus Rate -
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PARE ARGUMENT FOR ISSUE
3
Senator Richard H. Finan
Senator Robert R. Cupp
RepresentativeMichaelG. Verich
Representative Barbara H. Boyd
Representative Doug White
ARGUMENT
AGAINST
STATE ISSUE 3
. THE OHIO CONSTITUTION
SHOULDNOTBEAMENDEDTO
PLEDGE' ST A TE TAXES TO
GUARANTEE PERSONAL COLLEGE TUmON SAVINGS!
REASONS TO VOTE NO: 3
--INSURES PERSONAL SA VINGS PLAN: the investor would be
assured of a fixed return when college
tuition credits are purchased regardless of earnings on Trust Fund investments.
--COMMITS STATE TAXING POWER: should the investment of college tuition funds be insufficient to cover future tuition,
tax-payers will have to pay the difference. In a time of difficult budget
choices, where raising taxes or reducing spending are options, guaranteeing personal savings is wrong.
--GUARANTEES
PAYMENT: an absolute constitutional
guarantee is made only for longterin debt for state buildings. Guaranteeing payment for personal col-

lege savings accounts is BAD PUBLIC POLICY!
--IRS QUESTIONS: Internal
Revenue Service will tax Trust Fund
earnings unless the program is state
backed. In reality these are private
savings and should remain so.
--TRUST FUND NOT SELFSUPPORTING: when this legislation was passed six years ago, it was
to be independent of state government and investors had no claim on
the General Revenue Fund. Now
they will have first claim on the
GRF.
--STATE COMPETES WITH
PRIVATE INVESTMENTS:
people who can afford the prepay
tuition can do so without state help.
--REMOVES PRESSURE TO
KEEPTUITIONLOW:theleverage which the Trust Fund might have
used to control tuition cost is eliminated.
--DISCRIMINATES: low income'families cannot afford to contribute to a college savings account.
VOTE NO ON ISSUE 3!
COMMITTEE TO PREPARE
ARGUMENT AGAINST ISSUE
3
State Representative Edward F.
Kasputis
State Representative Joan W.
Lawrence

It 's time for a meeting of

Th~

Psyeh.-I.-gy
CI-..b
AH interested students are
invited
At 4:00 P.M. on·Thursday, October 27 in Massie
Hall room 202
A look at current Psychological issues
Discussion of GRE and plan study groups for
those interested
We will report on the member survey taken
last meeting
Bring your best ideas, We want to plan upcoming activities and fund-raisers

t
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On the ballot for the State of Ohio: Issue F o u r - - - - - - - - -

ISSUE4
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
(Proposed be Initiative Petition)
,To amend Article XII of the Ohio
Constitution by the addition of Section 13.
CURRENT SECTION 3 (C)
OF ARTICLE XII PROHIBITS
TAXES ON THE SALE OF OR
PURCHASE OFFOODFORHUMAN CONSUMPTION OFF
THE PREMISES WHERE
SOLD. THE AMENDMENT
WOULD
EXPAND
THE
CURReNT RESTRICTIONS BY:
1. J>ROHIBITING THE CURRENT WHOLESALE TAX ON
SOFT DRINK AND OTHER

CARBONATED, NON-ALCOHOLIC. BEVERAGES.
. 2. PROHIBITING ENACTMENTOF A WHOLESALE TAX
ON THE SALE OR PURCHASE

OF SOFT DRINKS, CARBONATED, NON-ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES, OR FOOD FOR
HUMAN _CONSUMPTION, OR
THEIR INGREDIENTS OR
PACKAGING.
3. PROHIBITING ENACTMENTOFATAXONTHESALE
TO OR PURCHASE BY A
MANUFACTURER, PROCESSOR,
PACKAGER, .9R
RESELLER OF SOFT DRINKS,
CARBONATED, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, OR
FOOD FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, OR THEIR INGREDIENTS OR PACKAGING.
4. PROHIBITING ENACTMENT OF RETAIL TAXES ON
PACKAGING THAT CONTAINS SOFT DRINKS, OTHER
CARBONATED, NON-A:LCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, OR

COMMITTEETOPREPARE .
FOOD FOR HUMAN CON- food.
SUMPTIONS.
· When the constitutionality of a ARGUMENT FOR ISSUE 4
IF
ADOPTED,
THIS new wholesale soft drink tax was
Diane Winterhalter
AMENDMENT WILL BEEF- challenged in 1992,thecourtruling
Dan Schonhoft
FECTIVE 30 DAYS AFTER openedagapingholeinOhio's1=onSTOP TAXES ON FOOD
ADOPTION.
stitution, which had been thought to COMMITTEE
A majority yes vote is necessary prohibit food taxes.
EXPLANATION AND ARfor passage.
The court ruled that retail food GUMENT AGAINST ST ATE ISEXPLANATION
FOR taxes are indeed illegal. But, it con- SUE 4
STATE ISSUE 4
eluded that wholesale taxes on food
ST ATE ISSUE 4 is a constitu·By law no explanation for Issue are legal!
tional amendment to repeal a state
4 was adopted-by the Ohio Ballot .
A YES vote on Issue 4 will close tax on soda pop. Don't be misled
Board because the amendment was this loophole, and restore Ohio's into believing it eliminates t_axes on
proposed by initiative petition. An constitutional prohibition on taxing food. Since 1936 Ohio's Constituexplanation is included with the ar- food.
tion has prohibited state taxes on
gument against the issue.
Specifically, Issue 4 will pro- food off the premises where sold.
ARGUMENT FOR ST ATE hibit wholesale taxes on food ingreThis amendment is being proISSUE 4
dients and food packaging. It also posed primarily by out-of-state soda
VOTE "YES" ON ISSUE 4- will repeal the 1992 soft drink tax.
pop vendors which seek to use the
TO STOP TAXES ON FOOD
Repealing the soft drink tax will Ohio Constitution to promote their
A YES vote on Issue 4 will re- not affect existing state programs. limited special interests. Here are
store Ohio's tradition of protecting The revenues go into the General five reasons why every Ohio voterconsumers from paying taxes on Fund, and are not dedicated to any and taxpayer-should vote NO on Issue 4.
specific area.
We urge you to
(1) Contrary to its supporters
support Issue 4 be- misleading claim~, ISSUE 4 is not a
cause:
reaction to a tax on food. Its purpose
1. Taxing food is to prohibit the current wholesale
is wrong. Food tax on soft drinks and other carbontaxes especially ated, non-alcoholic beverages. The
hurt those who can tax amounts to a penny a can, which
least afford to pay, is modest and fair.
such as families
(2) State law has never defined
with children and soft drinks as food. They are NOT a
seniors on fixed in- nutrition source for children or
adults. So they should be subject to
comes.
2. Allowing taxation just like other non-food
state governments products. Ifs only fair.
(3) If .passed, ISSUE 4 will reto enact hidden
taxes on food will duce state funds available for educaset a dangerous tion arid childrens programs in Ohio.
precedent. The The soda pop tax generates $ I 30
state is already million per budget period, which is
looking at. new needed to support education and
food taxes to raise other vital programs for children.
(4) Consumers don't pay Ohio's
revenues.
3'.' Hidden, pop tax. The soda pop companies
wholesale taxes on do. Marketplace competition conlood
ultimately tinues to hold down pop prices at the
passed to consum- store.
(5) To balance the state budget
ers. The soft drink
tax already cost and prevent cuts in school funding,
consumers $70 the wholesale pop tax was approved
million annually. in 1992 by a bipartisan majority in
Future wholesale the state legislature and Governor
food taxes could George Voinovich. Passage of IScost hundreds ,Jf SUE 4 could result in harmful cuts in
millions of dollars education and other state programs or it will necessitate the adoption of
more per year.
Let's restore another tax hike more objectionable
our constitutional to consumers.
tradition of prohib- . On November 8th, VOTE NO
iting food taxes- ONISSUE4!
.before-~COMMITTEE TO PREPARE
ernment goes anyARGUMENT_AGAINST ISSUE 4
further.
R. Gregory Browning
Join our broadStephen A. Perry
based committee
Gayle S. Channing
of thousands of
Mark real
Ohioans in voting
I. John Reimers .
YES on Issue 4.

Jobs Don't Jump Up and
Hit You in the Face!
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may be a bear, but you need the
ools to hunt for a job. See the .Office
~f Career Services for assistance with a
cover letter, resume, and job search
plan.
OU
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State of the World

Russians may occupy Azerbaijan

(Azerbaijan, Oct. 12) Hav-

Hamas ave nge
Hebron Massacre

(Jerusalem, Oct. i1l ) On
11el Moshe Salomon Street in
Jerusalem, a center lor b11 u11q ucs
and cafes, chao ~rupreJ ,J.1te,
11 nJay evening . .
,Two gunmen fired hundreds
11t shgt~ killing Z am;t injuring

ing occupied the ·neighboring
independent republic of Georgia., the Russians are now jt;
tempting fc{'establish a military
presence in Azerbaijan .
Their apparent goals are ,to
re-introduce troops, establishing a military base, and
controllingpil reserves.
Azerbaijan differs from
other ex-soviet colon~ iri
that no ground troops are
stationed in Azerbaijan and
and interna't ional peace
keeping force ex.ists al ready , created in respon se
to bad relations withArmema .
However, Azerbaijanis
are opposed to !he intricate
plan devised by the Russians . Their thougJits are
that Moscow will re-establish their prjmacy in
Azerbaijan.
Since the fall of the
Soviet empire, Aze~i-baijan
has been Jn relative cltaos.
In addition the Armenians have several before being shot and
secured full control of the prov• killed themselves by security
irice of Nagorno Karabakh and f.orces in the area of the carnage.
have seized another 1/4 of Azeri
The Islamlc · Resistance
·territory. Jts widely accepted that Movement, Hamas~ has claimed
the Russians are behind the Ar- responsibility for the massacre,
menians .. even supplying tbcml referring to it as one of
many
~;:
with arms.
plans to avenge the deaths of

mauy tu 5h n that ·t:r~ slauih- day.
tt'r d in the T mb ·M the Patri~
nr h jn Hebron .
While in the shopping district tradesman s'wept up ·glass
and scrubbed blood off of cobblestones, . ~. ferocious deb<1t,e ensued frorii the. people present.
"You think that th~re is peace
(Amman, Jordan, Oct. 10)
but it i~JI. holocaust.'' said H:.1ya

Saudi distrust of
Hussein behind
troop movement
toward Kuwait

was initiated towards the Kuwaiti
border early fast week.
According to Arab diplomats
the show of force erupted from
anger derived from a failed attempt to gain Arab support
through Egyptian mediation to
lift strict U.N. sanctions against
Iraq .
The bid for a united Arab
stand against the sanctions
failed because of Saudi insistence that Iraq could not
be trusted as long as
Hussein ~as in control. After the buildup of troops by
Hussein and the
and
Allied response the issue
has been dropped completely.
King Hussein for 'Jordan, in an interview iast
week,
emphasized
Saddam j s isolation and
warned Saddam of the consequences of repeating his
mistakes of 1990 that initi~
ated the Persian Gulf W..ar,
The warning ffOIJI. King
Hussein io the Iraqi leader
was a clear contrast to his
attitude towards Iraq du~,
ing the Persian Gulf Y,,ar when
his friendly contacts with
Baghdad were nqt looked well
upon by Saudi or U .S of 1c rn l.s

u:s.

Israeli, who opposes the IsraeliPalestine' peace accord.
Among the injured was Scott
Doberstein, 33, of Gary Minn.,
an official for the U.S. Agency
for International Development
Mission in Tel-Aviv. He was
treated and released the sfame

President Saddam Hussein w; ~- ~1>
a welcome appearance in my
never ending endeavor In brjng
you up to the last minute news of
the world.
By Roberl D: fCinktm UC News
In what was referred to as - Editor
"routine exercises," an unex.,
Sources: USA Today, Washington
pected move of mili ta ry troops Post, and CNN Headline News

How long does it take to get a Big Mac _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A new study, conducted by Union
Banlc of Switz.erland (UBS), one of the
biggest banks in the world, docwnents,
amongotherthings,thepurchasingpower
of citizens around the planet In the next
few issues The Chronicle will present
most of the findings of this study and
compare them to our local community.
Tcxlay we include how many minutes of
work is required in various cities and
capitals of the world to earn enough
money topurchasefirstaBigMacandan
order offrench fries and second a loaf of
bread(l kilo-2.2pounds).Accordingto
UBS the Big Mac and fries or the bread
were chosen because they are standardized products throughout the world In
case~werenoMcDonald'schainsin
some nations thestudyused thecostofan
available hamburger of similar quality
and size as the Big Mac. The swdy used
theaveragehourlywageeamedbypeople
in 12 different profesmons; however,

there is no indication which 12 professions were chosen for this study. The
local study conducted by The Chronicle
used a $6 per hour ·wage; this is an
aroitrary figure but one which seems to
reflect some fair average above the minimum wage. The price for bread is also
calculated at $3 a kilo.
Table 1.
Work Tune (in minutes) required to
earn enough money to buy
City
1 kilo of bread 1 Big Mac
and fries
Athens
42
17
11 .
Amsterdam
28
Bombay
'29
92
Budapest
29
128
Buenos Aires
30
66
Copenhagen
8
26
Lagos
108
683
Lo"ldon .
36
7
Los Angeles
16
19
Montreal
21
12

New York
14
Mexico, City
27
Portsmouth
30
Prague
23

23

90

30
141

Rio De Janerio 39
Tokyo
15

107
25

Source: UBSreprintedfrom TO

VIMA Greek newspaper (October
9, 1994) translated by Dr. Stylianos
Hadjiyannis, Associate Professor
of Political Science.

Andy Gloekne~
Toyota/Honda
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Honda - Toyota

Sales • Service • Parts • Leasing

3 54-3255

U.S. route 23 North

Portsmouth, Ohio
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Personals )

Voluptuous, Sensua1, Provocative, Hendonistic, woman in midthirties, seeks man who has the arcane
m\gic due to a relationsbip that is
arousing on every level - humorous,
erotic, passionate and most importantly, intellectual. In retu~ you'll have
a "wiggle in her walk and a giggle in
her talk." No woman's lib thing here she enjoys cooking and serving a man
and feeling protected by him. If you
want a friendship that could lead to the
love connection of this millennium.
Send a letter to The U11iversity
Chro11icle, Massie 41 l, 940 Second
St., Portsmouth, OH. 45662 ATTN:
Personal #100
Woman in thirties, secure in her
intelligence and beauty desires a man
with a dazzling intellect who wants a
superfluous, sexual friendship that will
provide both with the feverish
thrashings ofphysical expressions and
sensations of euphoric arousal with
climax. Age does not matter (remember she is at her sexual peak) as long as
you can keep up. Send letters to The
University Chronicle, Massie 411,940
Second St., Portsmouth, OH 45662
ATIN: Personal #l OJ
Seeks companionship. Male 21
seeks companionship of female who
is interested in not creating a stressful
relationship.Wants to be selfand share
lifewithsomeone whocanbelovedas
they are. AD#OOI
SWF 21 and student, seeks alternative man who is outrageous and is
not afraid of romance; with a 90's
woman, for friendship and possible
long-tenn relationship. Send letter to
The University Chronicle Office,
Massie Hall 41 1, 940 Second Street,
Portsmouth, OH. ATTN: Personal
Ad#69.

( Items f"or Sale )
GeoStormForSaJe- 1990Stonn,
Great Condition, AC, AM/FM cassette, low mileage, $5500 Call 5748129 OR 574-6565
Books for sale. Psychology IO I
and 2 books for Human Growth and
Development. $12 each and both virtually in new condition. Call Cathy at
574-8615
88 Suzuki Quadracer 500ccGood shape, perfect mechanical condition, never abused, new blackwater
tires, new brakes, very strong. $1900
OBO Call 354-3574

r.:::===========::i
COOP QUA.1.11"
SOUNP t:QUll'M!;:N1.
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( Org?nizations)
Nondenominational Bible
Study. . Students, Faculty, and Staff
welcome. For more infonnation contact Linda Plummer at 355-2554.
Sponsored by SSU Campus Ministry.
Lookingforfolks to play pick-up
games ofstreet hockey onrollerblades.
Age and experience do not matter. See
Dr. TonyDzikinBusinessAnnex 133
or call 355-2326.
The University Chronicle regularly holds staff meetings on Tuesday
at4:00 P.M. in Massie 411.

ECKANKAR

Have you experienced
the Light and Sound of
God?
.
For a free brochure on
Eckankar:Religion of the
Light and Sound of God
call ] -800-762-7~85

)
For Rent- 4 Bedroom in upstairs
home 2024 Summit St. Wanting to
rent to 2-4 women. Kitchen privilege
if wanted. Share house as live there.
Call after 6p.m. 353-1433.

( EmpJoyme:nJ )
***Spring Break*** Ame~ca's
#l Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama! l l 0%
Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
highest commissions! (800) 32TRAVEL
Baby Sitter Wanted- Evening
hours, part-time permanent In the
Tanglewood, Wheelersburg area. Reliable transportation needed. Call 7762501

Chronicle
~LL P/'Eft,IS
LL FOR DJSPLA

11
· Wanted!!!- Individuals, Student
Organizations and small Groups to
Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NA TIO N'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013
Singer Needed- Metal band in
need of singer. Prefer someone who
has low voice but can do some high ·
ranges sometime. Call 354-2833 or
353-5100 ask for Greg.
Department of Education- Personnel Department, Room 1012, 65
South Front Street, Columbus, OH
43266-0308. Various teaching positions. Complete listing on file in the
Career Services Office.
National Science Foundation has
several openings. National Science
Foundation, DivisionofHuman Source
Management, 420 I Wilson Boulevard,
Room 315, Arlington, VA 22230.
Come to the Counseling and Career
Center to see a complete listing.
Alaska Employment- Students
Needed! Fishing industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call
(206)545-4155 ext A62301
Cruise Ships Now Hiring- Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and FullTime available. No experience necessary. Formore information call l-206634-0468 ext. C6230 I
Resume Workshop- The Office
of Counseling and Career Services
will be having a workshop on resume
writing on Tuesday, October 4, 1994,
from 6:00p.m. to 7:00p.m. in the Library Room 205. If you are interested
in attending, please sign up in the
Career Center.
Biologist- Temporary position
with the National Science Foundation.
This position provides scientific assistance to the Program Officers in all
phases ofthe proposal review process;
contributes to ad hoc reviewer update
and selection by reading professional
journals and reviews in the field and
working with Program Officers to expand the reviewer base, and doing
library research for the Program. Ap--plicants must have a baccalaureate
degree in ecology or evolutionary science or equivalent experience. Some
administrative, managerial or professional experience related to the position is desirable. Send resume to National Science Foundation, Division
of Human R~soirrce Management,
4201 Wilson Boulevard, Room 315,
Arlington WV 22230, Attention: Announcement Number EX 94-41.
Gunsmithing Tool Room and
Machine Maintenance SpecialistThis person is responsible for the management and operation of the guni i !!tool oo aswellasthem · -

tenance and repair of machinery in the
gunsmithing shop areas. This position
supports gunsmithing instruction and
reports directly to the division chair.
Applicant must have formal training
in Gunsmithing or Machine Trades;
knowledge of gunsmithing tools, machine tool operations and related terminology; ability to communicate effectively with students, instructors and
the general public; knowledge of firearms and firearm reguJations; ability
to perform maintenance and repair on
shop machinery. If interested submit
a formal letter of application stating
compliance wiih the listing qualifications/duties, a resume, list of three
names and phone numbers of work
reference to Search Committee, Gun~
smithing Tool Room and Machine
Maintenance Specialist, Trinidad State
Junior College, Campus Box 328,
Trinidad, CO 81082.
Personnel Department- Room
1012, 65 South Front Street, Columbus, OH 43266-0308. Various teaching positions. Complete listing on file
in the Career Services Office.
Office of Personnel Management- 200 West Second Street, Room
507, Dayton, OH 45402. Various
government service positions. Listing
on file in the Career Services Office.
To Obtain federal job info from a
touch-tone phone, call 513/225-2720
or 513/225-2866.
Extension Agents- In Indian Lake
Hydrologic Unit Watershed project-Auglaiz.e, Hardin and Logan Counties; Agriculture and Natural Resources--Drak:e County ; 4-H/Youth
Development--Henry and Medina
Counties; Economic Development-Washington County; Business Plan
Development and CommunicationsBowling Green, OH. Job description,
responsibilities and salary available.
Various application deadlines. Apply
to Dr. John N. Stitzlein, The Ohio
State University Extension, 2120 Fyffe
Road, Columbus,OH 43210-1084.
614/292-6169. Taken from Baldwin
Wallace College Job Bulletin.
General Labor- MagicCenterCar
Wash has part time general labor positions available. Call Trish Howard at
353-4000 or pick up an application at
Magic Center Car Wash, 1024 Findlay
Street, Portsmouth, OH 45662.
Utility Auditor I-Team member
for rate case investigations and studies
relating to depreciation. Completion
ofassociate core program or 12 months
experience in related field;, I course or
3 months experience in application of
mathmatical, statistical or analytical
methods used in formulating and solving problems or in decision making; 3
months training or experience in tecknical cir busin~ss writing; valid driver's
license. Send resume to David Kirk,
Human Resources, 180 East Broad
Street, 10th floor, Columbus, OH.
Me hanical Technician- S o-

I

D RATE ....

ports the design and development of
new products according to designated
specifications. Build, test, and troubleshoot product prototypes. Associate
degree in Mechanical Technology.
Minimum of 5 years experience in
product development. Experience with
CAD software, the design of test fixtures and documentation of tests and
results. Send resume to Recruitment
and Selection Manager, Graphic Controls Corporation, P.O. Box 1271,
Buffalo, NY 14240.
Software Development Engineer-Support the design and
developent fo software for new products according to designated specifications. BS in Electrical Engineering
with emphasis on the application of
microcomputers 3-5 years experience
with the application of microc~mputers, micro processors and sofware to
product development; experience with
software documentation, testing, verification, validation and troubleshooting. Send resume to.Recruitment adn
Selection Manager, Graphic Controls
Corporation,P.O. Box I271, Buffalo,
NY 14240.
Telesa1es Representative- Primary function is to increase sales to
assigned accounts. College degree required; PC expertise required, previous sales experience mandatory, excellent communication and
organization skills, and analytical ability. Send resume to Recruitment and
Selection Manager, Graphic Controls
Corporation,P.O.Box 1271,Buffalo,
NY 14240.
On-Air Announcer-Position is
full-time mid-day announcer. Must be
an adult communicator (no screamers), ability to work with phones, and
knowledge of computers. Send tape
and resume to Program Director,
WXVK Radio, P.O. Box 2288, Huntington, WV 25724.
Entry Level Production Technician- Duties require knowlege of
robotics, PLC's, electronics, mechanical drawing, pneumatics and hydraulics; Applicant needs a degree in plastics,
electromechanical,
instrumentation orrela~ field. Send
resume to Brian Boldman, MFG ill
Manager, Stanley Electric U;S. Co.,
Inc., 420 East High Street, London,
OH 43140. 614/85215200orfax 614/
85213512.
U.S.DepartmentofAgricultureOfficeofpersonnel,Mini-Mail, SM-7
Washington, DC 20250-9600. Various listed positions. Listing on file in
the career services office.
Martin Marieta Energy Systems, Inc.- continues to need the resumes and transcripts ofstudents with
courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and electrical concepts for consideration as operators in training. If
you are interested, please bring your
material to the careercenterforfaxing.
odial Worke rmittent
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position. Knowledgeofcleaningprac- gator Specialist- Interacts with carticesand procedures;addition and sub- riers, shippers and/or their rcpresentraction. Skill in operating instruc- tatives to ensure compliance of aptions;recognizesafetywarnings;stand, plicable laws, codes, and rules
, walk.or bend continuously; lift up to governing packaging, labeling,
50 lbs. frequently. Send resume to placarding, manifesting, and hanhuman resources, Gallipolis Devel- dling of hazardous materials and
opmental center, 2500 Ohio Avenue, motor carrier safety rules and reguGallipolis, OH 45631 . 614/446-1642. lations. Completion of undergraduMechanicalDesigner- Must have ate core program in business adminproduct or trim design experience. istration, law enforcement ofscience,
Exposure to plastics, rubber or injec- 1 course in statistics, 1 course in
tion molding is desired. Desired can- public relations, 1 course in coundidate should have experience with seling or interviewing principles and
PRO-E and/or Auto-CAD 12. Send , techniquesorequivalentexperience.
resumetol.T.S.Inten:onnect, 147W. Send resume to Human Resources,
SchrockRoad, Westerville,OH43081 Public Utilities Commission of Ohio,
SSU students interested in a ca- 180 East Broad Street, 10th Floor,
reerinjournalismshouldgain valu- Columbus, OH.
Payroll/Personnel Clerk - Reable experience and college credit by
workfog forThe University Chronicle. sponsible for accurate and timely
We are accepting applications for all performance of payroll operations
departments. Contact Bill Holmes, UC for assigned banks. Duties include
Editor, in Massie 411 or call 355- inputandbalancingoheini-monthly
·
payrolls, completion of tax returns,
2278.
CeUuJarOne-TheofficeofCoun- . processing and balancing of benefit
. selingandCareerserviceshasalisting information, and professional and
of positions available with confidential interaction with banks.
CellularOne. If interested, stop in to This position requires a high school
review.
diploma, one year of accounting or
Psych/MR Nurse- requires cur- equivalent, plus one to two years
rent license as registered professional payroll experience. Send resume to
nurse in State of Ohio as issued by Frank L. Fredericka, Employment
BoardofNutsingandNursingRegis- and Compliance, Banc One West
tration. Provides psychiatric nursing Virginia Corp., 1000 5th Avenue,
care to specific inmates who are cli- P.O. Box 17_9, Huntington, WV
ents of the Office of Psychiatric ser- 25706.
Restaurant Manager Trainee/
vices to Corrections at the Allen/Lima
Correctionallnstitutions.SubmitOhio Assistant Manager - Requires a
Civil Service Application to Ohio De- college degree ( associate degree or
partmentofMentalHealth,30E.Broad higher), prior supervisory experiSt., Room 1180, Columbus, OH ence or demonstrated leaders.hip
43266-0414.
·
ability, high energy level, and willSocial Worker 2- provides social ingness to work evenings and/or
work services to inmates who are weekends as needed. Send resume
clients of the Office of psychiatric and/or call Debra Lopresq,
ServicestoCorrectionsattheAllen/ Lopresti and Associates, 12
Lima Correctional facility . Westerville Square, Suite 216,
Completion of graduate core pro- Westerville, OH 43081. 614/794gram in Social Work as required 9494.
Sales Coordinator -This poby the University. Submit Ohio
. Civil Service Application to Ohio sition provides internal and exterDepartment of Mental Health, 30 nal customers with proactive reE. Broad St., Room 1180, Colum- sponsiveness to their needs.
bus, OH 43266-0414.
Requires a Bachelor's degree in
Psychologist 2- Provides psy- related field. Minimum of two years
chological services to inmates at in a progressive sales department of
the Mansfield Correctional Institu- organization . Send resume to
tion who are clients of the Office of Sherman Gandee, Director of HuPsychiatric Services to Corrections. man Resources, Steere Enterprises,
Must be licensed to practice psy- 285 Commerce Street, Tallimadge,
chology as issued by Ohio State OH 44278. 216/633-4926.
Physical Therapy Assistant-(2
Board of Psychology. Submit Ohio
Civil Service Application to Ohio positions) - Licensed physical
Department of Mental Health, 30 E. therapy assistant in Ohio. One poBroad St. Room 1180, Columbus, sition applies or performs therapeutic procedures, reviews paOH 43266-0414.
HospitalAide-Works under im- tients' medical records along with
mediate supervision and requires physical limitations, operate~·and
some knowledge of guidelines per- regulates equipment, implements
taining to direct resident care to pro- patient treatment plans. Second
vide direct-care services to clients. position assists J.>hysical therapist
ProvideS-direct care services to cli- with patient records. Send resume
ents while in the clinic -or off cam- to Patrick Payne, Division of Hupus. Requires skills in direct care. man Resources, University MediSubmitrequeststoHumanresources, cal Center, 151 Means Hall, 1654
Gallipolis Development Center, Upman Drive, Columbus, OH
2500 Ohio A venue, Gallipolis, OH 43210. ·
TralningSupervisor-Thispo43631. (614) 446-1642.
Hazardous Materials Investi- sition supervises training person-

nel; defines tasks; directs activities; schedules classes; directs and
reviews course development; conducts staff meetings; resolves personnel issues; gives reviews; counsels;
appro~es schedules; recommends for
hire, promotion and discipline, etc.
Trains training officers in use of new
systems and transactions. Requires 8
courses in human resources, education, sociology or psychology or 24
months experience preparing informational and instructional programs;
24 months training or experience in
public speaking and effective com-

munication or experience in operating
audio-visual equipment. Submit an
Ohio Civil Service application with
Position Control Number to Ohio .
Department of Administrative Services, Centralized Recruitment and
Referral Center, 30 East Broad
Street, 29th Floor, Columbus, OH
43266-0405.
Training Officer- Conducts
regularly scheduled classes; prepares
and presents emergency and ad hoc
instruction; creates, reviews, revises
training material; plans and schedules classes; assists other training

officers in the classroom as needed;
teaches the following: Central Accounting Systems subsystems; Appropriations, Purchasing/Encumbrance, Revenue, Grants, and CAS
Inquiries. Position requires 6 courses
in human resources, education, sociology or psychology or 18 months
experience in preparing informational or instructional programs; 18
positions. Listing on file in the Career Services Office. To obtain federal job information from a touchtone phone, call 5 I 3/225-2720 or
513/225-2866.

DEREK BICKERTON
"The Evolution of Language"
Thursday, October 27, 7:00p.m.
Flohr Lecture Hall, Library
Shawnee State University

Derek Bickerton is one of the most widely recognized and
influential scholars of linguistics in the worid_today, and has been
featured or discussed in such prominant publications as Newsweek,
U.S. News and World Report and The New York Times, among 9thers.
He has written over two hundred scholarly articles and numerous
books dealing with diverse aspects of language and linguistics. His
critically acclaimed most recent books, Roots of Language and Language
and Species, have been milestones in the field: widely cited in the
professional literature, mandatory reading for both linguists and
linguistics courses worldwide, and translated into other languages.
In addition, he has written four novels, two of which have been made
into moyies. Dr. Bickerton received his degrees from Cambridge
University. in England and holds the position of Distinguished Professor
of Linguistics at the University of Hawaii. He is currently lecturing and
conducting research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge, MA. While at MIT this year, he has accepted speaking
engagements at numerous universities in the east;rn part of the
country; these include qeorgetown, Duke, Ohio State and Florida
International University, and the Universities of Virginia,·South
Carolina and Georgia
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happensateveryinstitutionofhigher puses in such settings have to set would especially like to bring to the
learning as they project operating , realistic residential and tuition fees. attentionofourreaders,aboutthisevent?
Creamer: Yes, one thing I think
plans, but that is why it is prescribed This, by the very nature of the fact
that we're serving an Appala~hian mightbeofinteresttoyourreadersish<5w
by the public law for us.
The legislature simply wants to student body that have some special the team was selected; their names and
determine that the additional fund- needs that are not present cm some backgrounds. Weidentifiedagroupfrom
ing will be used for proper public campuses. We have far more first- a strata of college presidents and vice-purposes. I think it's good public generation students; far more stu- presidentsfrombusinessandotherinstipolicy, in keeping taxpayer support dents with financial needs who rely tutions very much like Shawnee State
for higher education. It serves to upon grants and loans, than on other University. They'renotatthesamestage
show how funds are being used, such campuses, in our student body. We as Shawnee State, but do come from a
as in building projects, by the vari- now see the need, more, for devel- communitycollegebackground,having
ous institutions.
opmentaleducationandsupportser- • initially been a junior institution, then
UC: What areas would be vices. Now, with these services, one having made the migration to a public
opened, or restricted, by the find- of the ramifications is that we have university at some time in the past
ings of this survey? Are we in step seen some increases in fees.
This group was identified because
with the state in the projects and the
UC: Then, it's important that we thenatureoftheirinstitutionmorenearly
win a final outcome, in the findings, matches us than some traditional, long"go" plan we have in place?
Creamer: According to the team on the things we need most for Shaw- standing universities that exist in Ohio.
chair's initial report, which went in nee?
This is more beneficial to us than to have
yesterday, he found that the univerCreamer: It's obvious, yes, as ourselvescomparedwith,say,OhioUnisity has been efficient in managing we come to the first step. The first versity, which has been existence, now,
its financial resources; that the con- step is to make a recommendation to almost200years. Three individuals were
tinuation ofits financial supplement the legislature. That recommenda- -eithercurrent--orpest--,presidentsofthese
is du'e to the call to keep fees and tion, at this time, appears to be that institutions. One is the business vicehousing rates low. Residential cam- their would be continuation of that president of an institution in Colorado.
funding for the purpose of He also chaired our NCA accreditation
holding fees at normallev• visit in 1993. We have two team memels of other universities bers frr-m the Ohio Board of Regents.
throughout the state, and
UC: Dr. Q-eamer, that about wraps
to serve the unique mis- it up. We though our readers would be
sion of this institution. The interested in all the s~al activity, as it
next step would be for the concerns their school.
legislature, upon receiving
Creamer: It really affects eve:cythis r.eport, to determine body. It affects the students. It affects
whether it agrees totally, those people who worlchere. I think the
·or whether it will imple- students end up being the ones most
ment some modified ver- affectedbecauseoftheirwantingtoknow,
sion, of the reported rec- withcertainty,inwhatdirectiontheuniommendations submitted versityisheadedin the types ofthings we
EACH COMES WITH CHOICE OF
by this school. We won't can expect in the future,-a very imporDESKTOP OR MINl·TOWER CASE
know this for certain until tant issue-what can be expect in regard
386 SX/40 •699
some time next spring.
tofees. Theywouldwanttoknowifthere
486 DLC/40
*1 meg ram
*4 megs ram
UC:
Then,
Dr.
isanysignificantpolicychangethere.At
*40 meg hard drive
*340 meg hard drive
Creamer, since we already the time, it doesn't look like that is going
*1 · .2 or 1.44 fl o ppy drives
*1.2 & 1.44 hard drive
*101 keyboar d
have sound fiscal policies to be the case. I would also state that I
*101 keyboard
*2s/lp/lg ports - mouse
in place, we have nothing to think,inlookingatthebudget}I'OCCSSfor
*2s/lp/lg ports - mouse *256VGA
card and m onitor
*1 meg SVGA,card
fear from this special study, next biennium that we will be seeing
*-1024 x 768 monitor
becausewehaveanticipated lower fee increa<ies for the next two
486 DX2/66 •1299
386 DX/40 •839
whatthelawprescribes,and years; not in excess of the proposed
*2 megs ram
*4megs ram
itallcanbeconsttuctiveinthe budget limits, but some lower percent*210 meg hard drive
*420 meg hard drive
long run?
ages. These are issues very urgent to all
*1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives
*1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives
*101 keyboard
Creamer:Yes,thatpretty at Shawnee State.
*101 keyboard
*2s/1 p/1 g ports - mouse
*2s/lp/lg ports - mouse
much how it has detennined.
UC: So, we' vegotourfuture! We're
*256 VGA card and monitor
*lmegSVGA
The
team has sustained most
not
about
to shut the school down, fire
*1024 x 768 non-int monitor
ofwhat wepropose, and seem everybody, and close it up? That's what
Accessories
toendorse,tentatively,alloui they really want to know, and I thirk
14.4 faxmodem $99
basic goals.
that's been well-stated!
Zoltrix Sound Pak $79
UC:In the conduct of the
Creamer: (with a chuckle) Right!
AP 1600 Sound PAK 16 Bit $99
event,
as
a
visiting
self-audit,
At
the
presenttime,I think that the things
Mitsumi DS 250MS CD Rom $179
CD Rom software $10 and up
will we see activity, yet, for a that will give Shawnee the chance to
CD Rom speaker set $12 Del u xe $19
week; a month, to be taken, in develop and grow, and to be in a position
Panasonic KXP2123 $229 Color 1dt $59
stride,as noonal transactional to better serve southern Ohio are occurDiskettes/Boxes/Mice/Cab l esiS h areware
business?
ring, beginning with this endorsement.
Con,ponents
Creamer:
No,
what
we
Obviously,
we have to wait on the legis-•
'-Vestern Digital 420 meg $269
Western Digital 730 meg $389
willeventualfy see is a written lature, the government. to formalize this,
Desktop- and mini-tower cases $69
repott,fromthem,inthesame butithinkitwasneverupintheair.Itwas
J .2 & 1.44 floppy drives $59 ' each
key, whichwill,then,beshared never tentative, with that many people,
SVGA monitor $229
SVGA monitor 15" $379
with the Ohio Board of Re- from that many qackgrounds, consulted
SVGA .39 Monitor $229/ .28 $249
gents will follow its policy, and,then,togetthesamereactionoutof
lm x 3 S I MM ram $49
along with the legislators and all of them. And, they have the opportu4 m x 3 S I MM $179
other
state-wide authorities.
nitytoprovidemultiplesuggestions;mulU5£1J 5Y5'r£/v15 5'rlt'Rf7/'IG lt5 LOW lt5 $99
UC:Isthereanvthingvou ti le wavs of doing things. Yet. they

tions about the event, as it effects
students, administration staff, and
instructors:
UC: First the obvious question:
May we reassure our readers that
thisisaroutinefinancialreview,and
not some secret audit to shut down
the school or fire everyone, over
budget?
Creamer: Of course! This process was called in the last budget bill
(AmendedSubstituteHouseBillNo.
1°52), in 1993, which required that
the university, in cooperation with
the Board of Regents, review its
financial situation relating to the
supplemental funding to determine
how that funding should.be handled
in future hienniums.
UC: Then, this is nearly a routine process?
Dr. Creamer: No, I wouldn't
call it routine, exactly. Similar things
have been done at several state community colleges and the Central State
University. It's not something that

396S Gallia

New Boston.

456-6411
Just 4 of the great deals at
Shawnee Computers!

ews

came to the unanimous opinion that this
was in the best interests of, not only
Shawnee, but the people of southern
Ohio and the people of the state of Ohio,
as a whole. And that's unique, when you
getsixpeopletocometothatconclusion.
That will be conferred to the legislature
and all concerned, to becaniedover,into
the house and senate, for final endorsement
UC:Then, we'reestablishinga workable"goplan" andsellingitto thetaxpayers; staying in tune with them?
Creamer: Well, I think the key portion to the "go plan" is that, when you
have public policy like this, it is easy to
understand that there is an equal benefit .
to be derived by the citizens of the state.
What we've found is that they reap an
even greater benefit when you have an
institution with a good system, in place.
You can foster a better way oflife;
moresothanmany,manygreaterinstitutions where you take the people from
much better backgrounds, much better
financial situations. I think that is certainly important But, moreover, here
people who have had no opportunities
now have a chance to build a life fot
themselvesandtheirfamilies.And,that's
just good public policy.
UC: Dr. Creamer, is there anything
you would especially like to include. as
news, which readers might be interested
to know about this special event in Finance?
Creamer: Yes, everyone should be
intt-J'ested to know the names, team title,
and institutional background of the elite
team members, to note how well-qualified they are, as experts on education in
institutions of our strata:
Dr. Leon Booth, J>re.gdent, Northern Kentucky University (feam Chairman
Dr. Julio Leon, President, Missouri
Southern college
Dr. Rot,ert dolphin, Vice President-Business Affairs, Ft Lewis Col.
Dr. John Tomlinson, Professor of
Political Science, Mesa State Col.
Dr. Matthew Filipic, Vice Chancellor for Administration, Ohio Board of
Regents
Ms.Carol Anderson, Associate Vice
Chancellor-Academic and Access Programs, Ohio Board of Regents
Thefollowingmemorandumdefines
the license and purpose of the mandated
self-study:
The study wa<, ajoint decision by the
ChancelloroftheOhioBoardofRegents
and President of Shawnee State University. It was empowered by the Ohio
General ~bly through Amended
Substitute House Bill No. 152, (stating),
in part: " ...to report to the General
Assembly, a plan to reduce the Shawnee State Supplement, including ari
enrollment level that will enable the
univ~rsity to be financially self-supporting through stude ..t instructional
and general fee income."

